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ABSTRACT 

 

Traditional medicine based on herbal remedies has always played a key role 

in the health systems of many countries. Commelina benghalesis Linn is 

frequently used in traditional medicine as an anti-inflammatory, anticancer and 

anti-diarrheal agent. It is used as coarse food for livestock and in other 

countries like Ghana the leaves are cooked and eaten as a vegetable. Several 

other medicinal benefits of this plant have been reported viz., as a heating pad 

for sore feet, treatment for sore throat, burns, eye complaints and leprosy. 

Despite its several uses, the plant is not well investigated and the biologically 

active compounds are not yet fully elucidated. The current study investigated 

the anti-oxidative, anti-bacterial, anti-fungal and anti-proliferative (anti-cancer) 

activity of the organic solvents-extracted crude extracts from C. benghalensis.  

The study also reports on the isolation, purification and structural elucidation 

of the bioactive entities inherent to C. benghalensis. 

 

For experimental purposes, the fleshy stem samples of the plant were 

collected from the north-western parts of Mpumalanga Province under the 

guidance of a traditional healer and the materials were subsequently dried 

and milled to a fine powder. Different crude extracts were prepared by using 

n-hexane, dichloromethane (DCM), acetone and methanol. The chemical 

profiles of the resultant crude extracts were analysed by thin layer 

chromatography (TLC); the TLC plates were developed in 

benzene/ethanol/ammonia (90:10:1) [BEA], chloroform/ethyl acetate/formic 

acid (5:4:1) [CEF] and ethyl acetate/methanol/water (40:5.4:4) [EMW]. 



 xxiv 

Consequently, methanol extracted a greater quantity of the plant material than 

the other solvents used. For the detection of the chemical entities extracted, 

vanillin-sulphuric acid and p-anisaldehyde-sulphuric acid reagents were 

sprayed on the chromatograms and heated at 110oC for optimal colour 

development. Most of the separated compounds reacted with vanillin-

sulphuric acid; however, the chemical profiles of the different extracts 

displayed little differences. 

 

The stable free radical, 2, 2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH), was used to 

evaluate the antioxidant activity of the four crude extracts. The TLC-DPPH 

method exposed few compounds that possess antioxidant activity in the 

methanol extract developed in BEA; the other extracts displayed little or no 

antioxidant activity. Four bacterial strains viz., Escherichia coli ATCC 27853, 

Enterococcus faecalis ATCC 21212, Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 29213 

and Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 25922, were used as test organisms for 

the evaluation of the extracts’ antibacterial activity. The results showed 

compounds on the chromatograms that demonstrated antibacterial activity 

against all the bacteria tested. The n-hexane and DCM extracts had 2 

compounds with the most active antibacterial activity, followed by acetone 

extract with 4 compounds having less activity. Methanol extract had showed 2 

compounds with less antibacterial activity. Furthermore, the serial micro-

dilution assay was used to determine the minimum inhibitory concentration 

(MIC) values of the individual extracts. The MIC values from the n-hexane and 

DCM extracts ranged between 0.15-0.62 mg/ml; however, the methanol 



 xxv 

extract had low activity, with a high MIC value of 2.5 mg/ml. The observed 

MIC values corresponded and complemented the bioautography results. 

 

The compounds that displayed the most growth inhibitory activity of the test 

bacterial strains were then targeted for further isolation and purification. This 

was accomplished by using the bioassay-guided isolation of the target 

antibacterial compounds from the n-hexane extract, since this extract 

contained most of the target compounds. The compounds were successfully 

isolated and their chemical structures were elucidated by means of nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR) and the masses and structure of the pure 

compounds were confirmed by mass spectroscopy (MS). The purified 

compounds were found to be two of the well known plant sterols viz., a 

mixture of β-sitosterol/stigmasterol and a long carbon chain compound 

identified as pentatriacontane. These purified plant sterols, together with the 

n-hexane and DCM extracts, were further evaluated for their cytotoxicity on 

the normal Monkey kidney Vero cells using 3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2-5 

diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay. There was no observable inhibitory 

activity that was exerted on the normal Monkey kidney Vero cells at the 

experimental concentrations (0 – 250 µg/ml) used. However, the n-hexane 

and DCM extracts demonstrated a concentration-dependent inhibitory activity 

against Wil-2 NS cancerous cells. The purified compounds were not tested for 

their efficacy against the Wil-2 NS cells since there was no sufficient material 

left to complete these studies. The DCM extract was the most toxic at 15.6 

µg/ml (7%), as compared to the n-hexane extract when used at the same 

concentration. However, higher concentrations (62.5 µg/ml) of the n-hexane 



 xxvi 

extract had a higher inhibitory activity (>55%) than the DCM extract. The n-

hexane extract was further fractionated and the Hex70 and Hex30 fractions 

had more antiproliferative activity against Wil-2 NS cells, with the Hex30 

fraction displaying the greatest inhibitory effect at lower concentrations (39 

µg/ml, 28%) than the Hex70 fraction under similar concentrations (16%). 

 

In conclusion, the C. benghalensis extracts contained antibacterial 

compounds that were non-polar based on the quantity present in the extract. 

A mixture of plant sterols was isolated together with a long hydrocarbon chain 

compound, pentatriacontane. The isolated sterols have antibacterial activity 

and it could be speculated that these sterols are the source of the protective 

effect for the plant against undesirable plant pathogens. The antiproliferative 

activity against cancerous lymphoma cells (Wil-2 NS) was due, in part, to 

these isolated sterols. Furthermore, the Hex30 fraction had a higher 

antiproliferative activity against the Wil-2 NS cells. However, the DCM extract 

had the highest antibacterial and anticancer activity. This suggests that the 

DCM extract may possess compounds that elicit anticancerous activity, and 

when combined they may act in a synergistic manner. Future endeavour will 

be focused towards further purification and characterisation of the bioactive 

entities of the DCM extract.  

 

The overall outcome of this study is the validation of the ethnobotanical claims 

in the use of C. benghalensis as a medicine for treatment of various skin 

ailments that are related to bacterial infections and skin tumours. The study 

thus corroborates the assertion by the practitioners of indigenous medicine 
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that extracts of C. benghalensis proffer beneficial effects toward alleviation of 

skin outgrowths. 
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CHAPTER 3 


 


Antimicrobial and Antioxidant Activity of Commelina benghalensis 


Extracts 


 


3. INTRODUCTION 


3.1  Antimicrobial Activity 


Plant extracts have been known since antiquity to possess some biological 


activity including antioxidant, antibacterial and antifungal properties. There is 


a growing interest in the use of natural products in human food and animal 


feed as consumer resistance to growth stimulants increases (van Wyk et al., 


1997). Concerns over the safety of use of growth stimulants in the food chain 


have led to their restricted use in several countries. 


 


Antimicrobials of plant origin are of interest to the pharmaceutical industry for 


the control of microbial pathogens. Although the introduction of antibiotics 


dramatically improved the treatment of bacterial infections, the emergence of 


antibiotic resistant strains of bacteria has led to the continuing search for new 


compounds including natural antimicrobials. The continued inappropriate use 


of antibiotics may lead to emergence of resistance genes in non-pathogenic 


or pathogenic bacteria that may later transfer the acquired resistance to 


different bacterial species (Aarestrup, 1995). 


 


Plants were once the primary source of all the medicines in the world and they 


continue to provide humankind with new remedies. Natural products derived 
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from plants and their derivatives represent more than 25% of all drugs in 


clinical use in the world (Farnsworth et al., 1985). Well-known examples of 


plant-derived medicines include quinine, morphine, codeine, aspirin, atropine, 


reserpine and cocaine (van Wyk et al., 1997). The action of antimicrobial 


compounds can be classified as bacteriostatic or bactericidal. Bactereostatic 


compounds do not cause the death of bacteria during the treatment period but 


inhibit the growth allowing the immune system of the target organism to cope 


with the infection. Thus, after the treatment period the bacteria may continue 


growing and cause further complications to patients. On the other hand, 


bactericidal compounds cause the death of bacteria. However, at sub-lethal 


concentrations microorganisms adapt and may become resistant to the 


treatment. The acquired resistance to bactericidal action in hospitalised 


patients results in serious Gram-positive infections that cause life-threatening 


diseases. Bactericidal antibiotics, such as the β-lactams, are often preferred 


for the treatment of diseases particularly in cases such as febrile neutropenia, 


meningitis, and endocarditis. Chloramphenicol has been used successfully in 


the treatment of meningitis despite being a bacteriostatic antibiotic. The 


bactericidal nature of an antibiotic is not an intrinsic property of a given 


antibiotic but it is influenced by the target species and/or the drug 


concentration. 


 


Traditional medicines are prepared as concoctions that possess many 


compounds. They may exert their beneficial effects through additive or 


synergistic action affecting single- or multiple-target sites associated with 


pharmacological process (Tyler, 1999). The additive or synergistic action of 
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plant-based traditional medicine ensure effectiveness against invading 


pathogens and the chances of the pathogen developing resistant or adaptive 


responses may be low (Wink, 1999). 


 


3.2   Antioxidant Activity 


Antioxidant activity has been determined using various assays. The methods 


used involve generation of free radical species that are then neutralised by 


antioxidant compounds (Arnao et al., 2001). Quantitative screening test for 


the number of compounds capable of the radical scavenging activity are done 


using 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) assay on TLC plates. DPPH is a 


purple coloured compound that does not dimerise and it is a stable free 


radical. When DPPH interacts with antioxidant compounds, it either transfers 


electrons or hydrogen atoms, and this neutralises its free radical character 


(Naik et al., 2003). In the process the purple colour is changed to yellow and 


the Rf of the antioxidant compounds can be determined. 


 


The specific objectives of this chapter were to: 


 determine the number of antibacterial and antifungal compounds in C. 


benghalensis extracts by using the bioautographic method. 


 determine the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of extracts of C. 


benghalensis on bacteria and fungi. 


 determine the number of antioxidant compounds in C. benghalensis 


extracts. 
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3.3  Materials and Methods 


3.3.1 Extraction procedure 


The extraction procedure used in this section was detailed in Section 2.3. 


Briefly, five grams (5 g) of the dried powdered plant material was weighed. 


The material was mixed with 50 ml of n-hexane in a 50 ml Falcon tube (Lasec, 


USA). The mixture was exhaustively extracted by vigorous shaking on a 


Labotec model 20.2 shaking machine (Labotec) at high speed for 30 minutes. 


The resultant supernatant was collected by centrifugation at 900 x g for 5 


minutes. The extraction of the remaining marc was repeated twice with n-


hexane. The resultant supernatants were further filtered with Whatman paper 


no.3. The marc was then dried and further extracted with dichloromethane as 


above, followed by acetone and lastly with methanol. The extracts were left to 


dry under a stream of cold air, weighed and redissolved in acetone to a final 


concentration of 10 mg/ml for each extract.  


 


3.3.2 Bioautography 


The bioautography method used in this Section was detailed in Sections 2.5. 


After spraying with the test organisms, the plates were incubated for 24 hours 


at 37oC in a sterilised chamber at 100% relative humidity. A bioautography 


method modified by Masoko and Eloff (2005) was adopted for fungal cultures. 


The cultures were transferred into a Sabouraud broth with a sterile swap 


under a laminar flow cabinet before being sprayed on the TLC plate. The TLC 


plates were left for a week under a stream of cold air, to completely remove 


the solvents, before spraying with the specific bacterial cultures; thereafter, 


the plates were sprayed with a freshly prepared 2 mg/ml INT in water. All the 
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plates were reincubated at 37oC for 30 minutes for the purple colour to 


develop. Clear zones on the chromatograms indicated the inhibition of 


bacterial/fungal growth by each individually separated compound. 


  


3.3.3 Microdilution assay 


Minimum inhibitory concentrations (MICs) of different extracts were 


determined by two-fold serial dilution (2.5 to 0.02 mg/ml) (Section 2.6). Stock 


concentrations (10 mg/ml) of each extract were prepared in acetone and 


serially diluted with sterile water in the 96-well microtiter plates. The wells, in 


the dilution series, were inoculated with equal volumes of the relevant cultures 


(Escherichia coli ATCC 27853, Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 25922, 


Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 29213, and Enterococcus faecalis ATCC 


21212) and incubated at 37oC in a 100% relative humidity for 24 hours. Fifty 


microlitres of INT (0.2 mg/ml) was added to each well and further incubated 


for 30 minutes. 


 


For fungal cultures, the method of Masoko and Eloff (2005) was adopted, 


where cultures (Candida albicans, and Aspergillus fumigatus) were 


transferred into a broth with a sterile swab before inoculation into microtitre 


plate wells. Fifty microlitres of INT (0.2 mg/ml) was added to all the wells and 


the cultures were then incubated at 37oC in a 100% relative humidity for 24 


hours. After incubation period, fungal growth was indicated by the red colour 


of the INT formazan produced (Eloff, 1998b).  
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3.3.4 Qualitative analysis of antioxidant screening 


The DPPH method measures electron-donating activity of compounds. Any 


molecule that can donate an electron or hydrogen will react with DPPH. 


DPPH is therefore reduced from a purple compound to a light yellow 


compound by electrons from oxidant compounds (Naik et al., 2003). The 


chemical constituents in the extracts separated by TLC were analysed by 


spraying chromatograms with DPPH. TLC plates (10 cm x 10 cm) were 


loaded with 100 µg (10 µl of 10 mg/ml) crude extracts and developed in either 


BEA, CEF or EMW. The presence of antioxidant compounds were indicated 


by the change in radical’s (DPPH) colour. Antioxidant activity was screened 


as described in Section 2.8.1. The yellow spots against the purple background 


indicated the presence of compounds with antioxidant activity. 


 


3.4  Results 


3.4.1 Bioautography 


Bioautography allows for an easy and quick detection of the number of 


separated antimicrobial compounds that are present in an extract. 


Bioautograms of the four extracts from C. benghalensis were developed to 


determine the number of antibacterial compounds. Clear zones against a 


purple-red background on the chromatogram indicated the presence of 


compounds capable of inhibiting the growth of tested bacteria (Figure 3.1). 


Both tested fungal cultures (Candida albicans and Aspergillus fumigatus) 


were resistant to all the extracts used since no compounds were observed 


that had inhibitory activity at the concentration tested (results not shown). 
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Figure 3.1. Bioautogram profiles of C. benghalensis. Samples were developed in  


BEA (top), CEF (bottom) solvent systems and sprayed with S. aureus, E. faecalis 


(both Gram-positive), E. coli  and P. aeruginosa (both Gram-negative). Lanes from 


left to right: n-hexane extract (Hex), dichloromethane extract (DCM), acetone extract 


(Ace), and methanol extract (MeOH). The white spots against the purple background 


depict the presence of active compounds.……………………………..


Hex     DCM    Ace   MeOH  Hex    DCM   Ace  MeOH Hex    DCM    Ace    MeOH Hex    DCM     Ace  MeOH 


  S. aureus                        E. faecalis 
------------------------------------------- 


Gram positive 
 


    E. coli                      P. aeruginosa 
----------------------------------- 


Gram negative  
 


BEA 


CEF 
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Table 3.1. Inhibition of bacterial growth by C. benghalensis extracts on TLC plates separated by BEA and CEF solvent systems. Rf values of  


the active components and their relative degree of inhibition activity are shown. 


Rf values 
BEA/Hex CEF/Hex BEA/DCM CEF/DCM 


S.a E.f E.c P.a S.a E.f E.c Pa S.a E.f E.c P.a S.a E.f E.c P.a 


0.94    x xxx xxx xxxx xxxx   x x xx xx xx xx 


0.85     xx x xxx      x    


0.80                 


0.25 xxxx xxxx xxx xxxx     xx xx xx x     


0.15        x        xx 


Rf values BEA/Ace CEF/Ace BEA/MeOH CEF/MeOH 


S.a E.f E.c P.a S.a E.f E.c P.a S.a E.f E.c P.a S.a E.f E.a P.a 


0.95   x x x        x x x  


0.85     x x x        x  


0.60     x            


0.40     x            


0.30     x        x    


0.25   x x  x x    x x   x  


0.20   x xx  x x    x x     


0.15   x    x xx    x   x xx 


Relative degree of inhibition: X = low inhibition; XX and XXX = moderate inhibition; XXXX = high inhibition 


S.a = Staphylococcus aureus, E.f = Enterococcus faecalis, E.c = Escherichia coli, P.a = Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
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The bioautography assay worked well with the two Gram-positive bacteria E. 


faecalis and S. aureus (Figure 3.1) but not as well with the Gram-negative 


bacteria E. coli and P. aeruginosa. The bioautogram of the extracts separated 


by CEF against P. aeruginosa were not as good as that of the extracts against 


E. coli. The average MIC value (0.94 mg/ml) of the extracts against E. coli 


was better than against P. aeruginosa (Section 3.4.2.1). Antibacterial 


compounds in the n-hexane extract were present at a lower concentration in 


the dichloromethane extract (Rf = 0.25). However, the microdilution assay 


revealed higher activity in the dichloromethane than in the n-hexane extract. 


The acetone extract had one distinctive compound with antibacterial activity. 


However, methanol extract did not show any compounds that possess 


antibacterial activity. It has to be kept in mind that a serial extraction system 


was used.  


 


The best resolution of antibacterial compounds was obtained with BEA and 


CEF solvent systems, suggesting that the antibacterial compounds were non-


polar to intermediate polar. The EMW solvent system was discontinued since 


most of the active compounds ran with the solvent front. It was necessary to 


allow a complete removal of solvents systems from TLC plates developed in 


CEF solvent systems because formic acid is quite toxic to bacteria. Therefore, 


the developed plates were allowed to dry completely for several days before 


spraying with bacterial cultures. The drawback with the bioautography 


technique is that the extracts contain coloured compounds. Such coloured 


compounds may mask the growth inhibitory zones on a TLC plates (Martini 


and Eloff, 1998). 
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3.4.2 Quantification of antibacterial activity of C. benghalensis. 


The quantification of the antibacterial activity of a particular compound could 


be done using methods such as agar diffusion or microdilution assays. Agar 


diffusion assay is limited to the use of a single compound (Hewitt and Vincent, 


1989). Furthermore, examination of extracts containing unknown compounds 


might lead to problems of false negative and false positive results when using 


agar diffusion method (Eloff, 1998b). Thus to circumvent this pitfall, Eloff 


(1998b) developed a relatively easy, quick and more accurate serial dilution 


method for determining the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) values. 


The method can test a number of organisms under the same conditions at the 


same time. 


 


3.4.2.1 Determination of minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) 


The MIC values were determined using a serial microdilution assay (Eloff, 


1998b). The MIC values that were obtained did not corroborate the 


bioautography data. The chromatograms showed the n-hexane extract to 


have a compound (Rf  = 0.25, BEA) that possesses strong antibacterial 


activity. However, the DCM extract had the lowest MIC value (0.156 mg/ml). 


The n-hexane and DCM extracts displayed the highest antibacterial properties 


and the methanol extract had the lowest antibacterial activity (Table 3.2). The 


n-hexane and DCM extracts showed the lowest MIC values of 0.315 mg/ml 


and 0.156 mg/ml against E. faecalis, respectively. The DCM extract 


demonstrated the best average MIC value of 0.28 mg/ml as compared to the 


other extracts and E. faecalis was the most sensitive organism with an 
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average value of 0.73 mg/ml. The concentrations range (2.5 mg/ml to 0.02 


mg/ml) that was used did not inhibit the growth of fungal cultures. 


 


Table 3.2. Amount in mg extracted from five gram (5 g) samples and the MIC values 


(mg/ml) for C. benghalensis stem extracts of n-hexane (Hex), dichloromethane, 


(DCM), acetone (Ace) and methanol (MeOH) against  ATCC strains of the four 


selected bacteria. Analyses were in duplicate with a standard deviation of 0. 


 


 


3.4.2.2 Reciprocal of MIC values 


One way of expressing antibacterial activity on a positive scale is to express it 


as the reciprocal of MIC. The units of this measure are ml/mg and the value 


indicates the volume to which one mg of the extract can be diluted in ml and 


still inhibit bacterial growth (Eloff, 1999a; Masoko and Eloff, 2005). However, 


when calculating the MIC values, the initial mass extracted is not taken into 


consideration. The more accurate way of expressing the total volume needed 


in one gram of extract is by using the total activity (Section 3.4.2.3) (Eloff, 


2004). The reciprocal of the MIC values showed that the DCM extract had the 


Solvents Hex DCM Ace Average MeOH 


Mass extracted (mg) (%) 
41 mg 


(0.82 %) 


33 mg 


(0.66 %) 


18 mg 


(0.36 %) 
__ 


67 mg 


(1.34 %) 


MIC values (mg/ml) 


P. aeruginosa 0.625 0.315 2.5 1.15 >2.5 


E. coli 1.25 0.315 1.25 0.94 >2.5 


E. faecalis 0.315 0.156 0.625 0.37 >2.5 


S. aureus 0.625 0.315 1.25 0.73 >2.5 


Average 0.70 0.28 1.41  >2.5 
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most potent antibacterial compounds against E. faecalis, while methanol 


extract showed no potency and thus, this fraction was not considered for 


further analysis (Table 3.3). 


 


Table 3.3. Reciprocal of the MIC values of the fractions against E. coli, S. aureus, E. 


faecalis and P. aeruginosa for n-hexane (Hex), dichloromethane (DCM) and acetone 


(Ace) fractions of C. benghalensis. 


 


Microorganisms 


Reciprocal of MIC values (ml/mg) 


Hex DCM Ace Average 


P. aeruginosa 1.6 3.2 0.4 2 


E. coli 0.8 3.2 0.8 2 


E. faecalis 3.2 6.4 1.6 4 


S. aureus 1.6 3.2 0.8 2 


Average 2 4 1  


 


 


3.4.2.3 Total activity 


Total activity is a measure of the quantity of antibacterial compounds present 


in the different extracts. This value is calculated by dividing the mass in mg of 


the extract by the MIC in ml/mg; thus, the unit of this arbitrary measure is ml. 


Total activity, therefore, indicates the volume to which the bioactive 


compounds present in the different extracts can be diluted and still inhibit 


growth of bacteria (Eloff, 1999a) (Table 3.4). 
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Table 3.4. Total activity of the four test pathogens E. coli, S. aureus, E. faecalis, and 


P. aeruginosa for n-hexane (Hex), dichloromethane (DCM) and acetone (Ace) 


extracts of C. benghalensis. 


 


Microorganisms 
Total activity values (ml) 


Hex DCM Ace Average 


P. aeruginosa 66 106 7.2 60 


E. coli 33 106 14 51 


E. faecalis 132 211 29 124 


S. aureus 66 106 14 62 


Average 74 132 16  


 


 


The n-hexane and dichloromethane extracts had the best total activity values 


compared to the acetone extract (Table 3.4). These results suggest that the 


antibacterial compounds that are present in the stems of C. benghalensis are 


non-polar and agrees with the observations that were made in the 


bioautography and extraction experiments (Figure 3.1). 


 


3.5  Screening of Antioxidant Compounds from Extracts of C. 


benghalensis 


Chromatograms that were sprayed with 0.2% DPPH in absolute methanol did 


not show the presence of compounds with a strong scavenging activity 


(Figure 3.2). n-Hexane and dichloromethane extracts did not contain 


antioxidant compounds; however, there were presence of weak antioxidant 


compounds observed in the acetone and methanol fractions. This is not 


surprising since antioxidant compounds are usually polar compounds. 
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Figure 3.2.  The TLC profiles of scavenging powers of extracts of C. benghalensis.  


Samples were developed in BEA, CEF and EMW solvent systems and sprayed with 


0.2% DPPH in absolute methanol. Lanes from left to right: Hex, DCM, Ace and 


MeOH extracts. 


 


3.6  Discussion and Conclusion 


The world of plants represents an untapped reservoir of drugs. Furthermore, 


infectious diseases are potentially the largest threat to human security. 


Advances in the separation and analytical methods mean that active 


compounds can be isolated and identified rapidly from natural product 


extracts. The continuous traditional leads from indigenous traditional healers 


will assist in the targeting of plants that have a biological activity against a 


particular disease. Thus, more of the novel drug compounds against 


increasing infectious diseases will be increasingly discovered in future.  


 


The majority of traditional healers use water to prepare extracts from different 


medicinal plant materials. Generally, water is a preferred extractant as it is 


Hex       DCM     Ace     MeOH Hex      DCM      Ace     MeOH Hex     DCM       Ace       MeOH 


EMW CEF BEA 
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non-toxic or harmful to humans and animals. However, the use of water as the 


only extractant is not ideal since water cannot extract most of the less-polar 


compounds. Other traditional healers prefer to use the fresh medicinal plant 


materials; however, this present a problem of long term storage. Hence, most 


plant materials are harvested and stored as dried material. Drying is the most 


common method of preservation and is achieved by leaving the material in 


warm dry air; however, the time delay between collection and processing may 


affect extractability. Increases in exposure to light, oxygen, temperature and 


moisture can accelerate deterioration and also affect extractability (Houghton 


and Raman, 1998).  


 


Success in extracting compounds from the plant materials is dependant on 


the type of solvent used. The quantities extracted from C. benghalensis using 


n-hexane, dichloromethane, acetone and methanol are shown in Table 3.2. 


There was not much difference observed in the quantities extracted with either 


n-hexane, dichloromethane or acetone. Acetone extracted the lowest 


quantities (0.36%, less than half the quantity of n-hexane), while methanol 


extracted the most (1.34%). It should be kept in mind that the acetone was 


only used on the marc that was already extracted with n-hexane and 


dichloromethane. n-Hexane extracted about 41 mg (0.82%) compared to 


dichloromethane, that extracted only 33 mg (0.66%). The fact that the non-


polar solvents like n-hexane and dichloromethane extracted comparable 


quantities of the compounds, possibly suggest the presence of less polar 


compounds like triterpenes and long carbon chain molecules with non-polar 


ends, which are soluble in either of the two solvents.  
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Data from the TLC analysis developed in BEA solvent system revealed the 


presence of a major compound that possesses an appreciable antibacterial 


activity (Rf = 0.3) against all the tested bacteria (Figure 3.1). The CEF mobile 


system revealed a number of antibacterial compounds in the acetone extract 


with Rf values ranging from 0.15 to 0.95, although they showed weak 


antibacterial activity. The dichloromethane extract developed in CEF gave two 


compounds (Rf values of 0.85 and 0.94) that demonstrated antibacterial 


activity against all the tested bacteria. The results suggest that the stems of C. 


benghalensis have non-polar to intermediate polarity compounds that 


demonstrated a reasonable antibacterial activity.  


 


Bioautography was also performed using fungal cultures and no extract 


investigated had any antifungal activity. This observation could only allude to 


the fact that the antibacterial compounds have selective activity. Surprisingly, 


the compounds did not demonstrate any selectivity among the different types 


of bacteria tested (Gram-positive and Gram-negative). This means that the 


compounds were not cell wall inhibitors and may be general metabolic 


inhibitors. One compound had some selective activity against P. aeruginosa 


(Rf = 0.15, CEF). The TLC profiles also indicated the similarity in the chemical 


composition of the DCM extract to those found in the n-hexane extract. Many 


scientists, when analysing the antimicrobial activities, use n-hexane or 


petroleum ether to defat the samples before extracting with the solvent of 


choice. Although this is not criticised, such a procedure could lead to a loss of 


valuable active compounds and therefore is not an ideal option. Indeed, other 


researchers have isolated antifungal compounds such as lupeol and betulinic 
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acid from the n-hexane fractions (Shai et al., 2008). In this study, the target 


antibacterial compound was also localised in the n-hexane fraction. 


 


It is difficult to quantify the exact concentration of active compounds from a 


chromatogram even though the starting concentration of an extract is known. 


A band observed on the TLC plate could have several compounds on it since 


compounds with similar chromatographic behaviour with a specific eluent 


would have the same Rf value. Therefore, a more accurate and sensitive 


method developed by Eloff (1998b) was used to determine the minimum 


inhibitory concentration values. MIC values of DCM extract had reasonable 


antibacterial activity compared to the other extracts examined (Table 3.2). 


This suggests that it is not only the compound (Rf = 0.3) seen on the 


bioautogram that is responsible for the observed inhibitory effect. There could 


be some degree of synergistic effect by the constituent compounds in the 


dichloromethane extract in the experiments performed on the microtitre plate. 


On the other hand, there could be the presence of compounds that 


antagonise the effectiveness of the active band that was seen on the TLC 


plate of the n-hexane extract. Nevertheless, the DCM extract was effective 


against all the bacteria tested (Table 3.2). Indeed, the total activity of the 


extract is very important since it relates to the effectiveness of that extract. 


Extracts that are used for isolation should display not only low MICs values 


but high total activity as well. 


 


Total activity is an arbitrary measure of the quantity of antibacterial 


compounds present in the extract and is calculated by dividing the mass in mg 
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of the extract by the MIC in mg/ml. Thus, the unit of this arbitrary measure is 


ml. Total activity (Table 3.3) therefore indicates the volume to which the 


bioactive compounds present in the extract can be diluted and still inhibit 


growth of bacteria (Eloff, 1999b). The total activities obtained were very low 


compared to other findings (Masoko et al., 2006). Parekh and Chanda (2007) 


reported that aqueous and alcoholic extracts prepared from C. benghalensis 


did not have any antibacterial activity. The report agrees with the results found 


in this study in that the methanol extract did not have any detectable level of 


antibacterial activity on the bioautograms. 


 


Other Commelina species extracts have been tested for antihyperglycemic 


and antidiarrhoeal activities (Zavala et al., 1988; Young et al., 2004). 


Commelina erecta has been used traditionally in Uruguay to remedy eye 


infections (Cerdeiras et al., 2001). Like C. benghalensis, it is applied 


traditionally by squeezing its juice directly into the eye. The trichloromethane 


(CHCl3) extract of Commelina erecta demonstrated better activity (MIC of 0.16 


mg/ml) on both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria compared to the 


acetone and methanol extracts (Cerdeiras et al., 2001). Furthermore, the 


CHCl3 showed a weak antimycobacterial activity when tested against 


Mycobacterium smegmatis but not against fungi such as Candida albicans 


and Aspergillus fumigatus. In the present study, however, C. benghalensis did 


not demonstrate any activity against the tested fungi (Candida albicans and 


Aspergillus fumigatus). It will be interesting to understand how Commelina 


species protect themselves against plant pathogenic fungi since they show no 


activity against most pathogenic fungi. 
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In an effort to locate the compounds that possess antioxidant activity, TLC 


plates were sprayed with 0.2% DPPH in methanol and the results revealed 


the presence of very weak antioxidant compounds (Figure 3.2). n-Hexane and 


DCM extracts did not show any antioxidant compounds. Both the acetone and 


methanol extracts showed a weak signal of antioxidant compounds. Other 


studies from our laboratory observed the methanolic extract of C. 


benghalensis to have demonstrated a weak antioxidant activity (Matsebatlela 


et al., unpublished).  


 


In conclusion, the n-hexane, DCM and acetone extracts were active against 


the selected test bacterial strains. The DCM extract demonstrated a higher 


lethal effect as compared to the other extracts. The n-hexane was chosen for 


further evaluation to purify the targeted active compound since it was found to 


possess large quantities of the active compound than the dichloromethane 


sample on the bioautograms. No extract had any activity against the fungal 


strains used. All the extracts had a very weak antioxidant activity. The 


isolation and characterisation of the active compounds is described in the next 


chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 


 


Isolation of Bioactive Compound(s) from Commelina benghalensis 


Extract. 


 


4.1 Introduction 


African medicinal plants have a long history of providing important sources of 


healing drugs to local populations. In certain African countries, up to 90% of 


the population still relies exclusively on plants as a source of medicines 


(Hostettmann et al., 2000). The available knowledge on the use of plant 


preparations in traditional medicine is important, but with the decreasing 


number of traditional healers, the dissemination of their valuable knowledge is 


progressively diminishing. An ethnobotanical survey of the medicinal plants 


used by the traditional practitioners throughout Zimbabwe was studied in an 


effort to document the indigenous knowledge (Gelfand et al., 1985). 


 


Plants are a good source of products that can be used for medicinal and other 


purposes. They contain a large number of compounds of which only a small 


number of these can be used. Thus, it is time consuming and often difficult to 


use classical methods of fractionation and complete separation of individual 


compounds. Often when isolating active compounds, it is better to screen 


plant fractions for a specific biological activity. This can be done by bioassay-


guided fractionation column chromatography where fractions are analysed by 


TLCs to determine purity and activity. Briefly, the chromatograms of the 


extracts were analysed by bioautography. 
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Medicinal tree bark is the most preferred source of herbal remedies in South 


Africa, constituting approximately 27% of market produce traded annually in 


KwaZulu-Natal (Mander, 1998). Removal of the bark may kill trees by 


effectively halting downward phloem translocation. This failed translocation 


stimulates the diffusion of carbohydrates and hormones from phloem above 


the wound into the xylem, thereby linking with the upward translocation 


(Grace et al., 2002). Grace et al. (2002) further suggested that replacement of 


non-sustainable stems, roots and bulbs with aerial parts such as leaves and 


twigs is highly recommended as these inflict little damage on the plants. 


Phytochemical constituents of the stem and leaves are similar and show 


identical biological activity (Zschocke et al., 2000).  


 


The specific objective of this section of the study was to: 


 Isolate antibacterial compound(s) from the n-hexane extract of 


Commelina benghalensis through bioassay-guided fractionation. 


 


4.2  Materials and Methods  


4.2.1 Plant collection 


The plant material from C. benghalensis was collected from the north-western 


part of Mpumalanga Province (Acornhoek). The stems were separated from 


the leaves; both were carefully examined, and the old stems and leaves were 


removed. Healthy stems were dried at room temperature under a stream of 


cold air and then ground to a fine powder with a commercial blender. The 


powder was stored in sealed containers at room temperature in the dark until 


needed. 
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4.2.2 Extraction 


The plant material was extracted as described in Section 2.3.1.  


 


4.2.3 Phytochemical analysis 


The fractionated plant materials were analysed using TLC plates to evaluate 


their chemical composition a described in Section 2.3.2.  


 


4.2.4 Bioautography 


Bioautography was performed as described in Section 2.5.  


 


4.2.5 Isolation of target compound 


The plant material of C. benghalensis was serially and exhaustively 


fractionated with five different solvents [n-hexane, DCM, ethyl acetate 


(EtOAc), acetone and methanol] of increasing polarity. About 600 g of the 


plant material was fractionated, starting with the n-hexane and followed 


sequentially with DCM, EtOAc, acetone and methanol.  
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Figure 4.1.  Amount in grams extracted from C. benghalensis stems using solvents 


of varying polarities. 


 


4.2.6 Bioassay guided fractionation 


The method is discussed under results (4.4.1 – 4.6) 


 


4.3  Results 


4.3.1 Extracted mass from the plant material 


Five solvents of different polarities were used to extract the plant material.  


The mass of 600 g was extracted sequentially starting with n-hexane followed 


by DCM, ethyl acetate, acetone and finally methanol. Methanol extracted 


most of the components in terms of mass (26 g) compared to the other 


solvents; this was followed by n-hexane with 7.6 g and DCM (6.1 g). Ethyl 


acetate and acetone extracted the lowest quantities, 2.3 g and 2.9 g, 


respectively.  
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4.3.2 Phytochemical analysis 


The extracted plant material was analysed using TLC plates to determine its 


chemical composition (Figure 4.2). Most of the bands obtained in the n-


hexane extract were also present in the dichloromethane (DCM) extract, 


although at lesser quantities. The resolved bands on chromatograms stained 


reddish-brown when sprayed with vanillin/H2SO4 reagent and blue to reddish 


when stained with p-anisaldehyde/H2SO4. There were some bands (A - lanes 


1 & 2, Rf = 0.3 BEA) that were not fluorescent in ultraviolet light at 365 nm and 


only became visible after staining with vanillin/H2SO4 reagent. The DCM 


extract displayed a distinct band that stained reddish (C - lane 2, Rf = 0.3, 


BEA; Rf = 0.4, CEF) with vanillin/H2SO4 reagent. The p-anisaldehyde/H2SO4 


reagent did not offer a better resolution as compared to compounds seen 


when sprayed with vanillin/H2SO4 reagent. The BEA mobile system retained a 


number of compounds as compared to the CEF mobile system (Figure 4.2). 
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Figure 4.2. Comparison of the chemical components of C. benghalensis exhaustively 


fractionated with n-hexane, DCM, acetone and methanol (lanes 1, 2, 3, 4, 


respectively). Chromatograms were developed in BEA (A and B) & CEF (C and D) 


and sprayed with vanillin/H2SO4 reagent (A and C) or p-anisaldehyde/H2SO4 reagent 


(B and D). 


  


4.3.3 Bioautography 


Thin layer chromatography plates were developed with BEA solvent system  


as detailed in Section 2.5. The BEA solvent system was chosen because it 


was found to separate most of the compounds. A bioautographic procedure 


described by Begue and Kline (1972) was used. Briefly, the TLC plates were 


loaded with 100 µg of different extracts and developed with BEA solvent 


system. After drying in a stream of cold air for a week, each plate was placed 


in a humidified chamber and sprayed with a freshly prepared broth seeded 


with each of the test bacteria. Humidity was maintained by pouring a little 


water in a closed chamber and incubated at 37oC for 24 hours. The 


A B 


1    2    3     4 
1    2    3    4 1    2    3   4 1    2    3    4 
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chromatograms were sprayed with 2 mg/ml of INT (p-iodonitrotetrazolium 


violet) and further incubated for 30 minutes. The resultant chromatograms 


demonstrated that the antibacterial compound that showed the highest activity 


resided in the n-hexane and dichloromethane extracts (Rf = 0.3, BEA); n-


hexane extract contained more of the antibacterial compound as compared to 


the DCM extract (Figure 4.3). 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 4.3.  TLC bioautograms of C. benghalensis exhaustively fractionated with n-


hexane, DCM, acetone and methanol (lanes 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively). The TLC plates 


were resolved with BEA solvent system and sprayed with either E. coli (A), E. 


faecalis (B), S. aureus (C) and P. aeruginosa (D). The white clearing zones on the 


plates indicate activity. 


 


The n-hexane and dichloromethane extracts contained several antibacterial 


compounds (Figure 4.3). However, the target active compound was more 


prominent in the n-hexane extract (Rf = 0.3) than in the other extracts. This 


observation suggests that since n-hexane is non-polar as compared to the 


1    2    3    4 1    2    3   4 1    2    3    4 1    2    3    4 
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other three solvents, the target active compound must have been of non-


polarity. Traditionally, the plant is used while still fresh by squeezing its sap 


onto the affected area. If left to dry and fractionated in boiling water, it does 


not give the same results. Hence, the ethnobotanical use of Commelina 


benghalensis may provide clues on the type of actives within the plant, less-


to-intermediate polarity.  


 


4.4  Isolation of the Active Compound(s)  


The TLC is a simple and rapid method to detect mixtures of compounds in 


extracts and fractions. The n-hexane extract had more of the active 


compound than the dichloromethane extract. Thus, this extract was further 


subjected to vacuum liquid column chromatography in order to attain the pure 


compound and subsequent characterisation. 


 


4.4.1 Vacuum liquid column chromatography 


Vacuum liquid column chromatography (VLC) was used to purify the active 


compound that was observed in the n-hexane extract. The elution scheme 


starts with a lipophilic solvent, e.g. n-hexane, and the polarity was gradually 


increased with increasing portion of ethyl acetate until 100% ethyl acetate was 


reached. The column was further eluted with ethyl acetate with increasing 


portion of methanol until 100% methanol was reached. This procedure 


provided an ideal pre-treatment of large amount of samples prior to a clean 


chromatographic separation. The n-hexane extract was dried under a stream 


of fan air to determine its mass, which was found to be about 7.9 g. The dried 


material was redissolved in absolute n-hexane and mixed with a small amount 


of silica gel 60. Silica gel 60 was packed dry onto a column (15.5 cm x 10 cm) 
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and the dried n-hexane/silica extract was loaded carefully on top. A dry silica 


gel was added slowly to sandwich the n-hexane extract and followed by the 


layering of a Whatman filter paper no.3. A cotton wool was placed on top the 


filter paper to prevent disturbing the column during the addition of the solvent 


eluent. The column was eluted with 1.6 litres as indicated in Table 4.1. A 


vacuum was applied to run the solvent quicker into the matrix and collected in 


a glass beaker; 13 extracts were collected. The volumes in all the 13 extracts 


were firstly concentrated with a rotary evaporator (Büchi R205 model, 


Labotec) and later allowed to evaporate overnight under a stream of cold air.  


 


TLC profiles were determined for each fraction to monitor the relatedness of 


each fraction collected; the fractions that showed a similar pattern of 


compounds were pooled together. These fractions were then allowed to dry 


under a stream of cold air and their respective masses were recorded (Table 


4.1).  
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Table 4.1. Solvent mixtures used in eluting the n-hexane extract by VLC. 


 


Elution System Mass (g) 


n-Hexane 100% 0.945 


n-Hexane:Ethyl acetate 90% 


Oily 


 80% 


 70% 2.109 


 50% 2.339 


 30% 0.390 


 10% 
0.04 


Ethyl Acetate 100% 


Ethyl acetate:Methanol 80% 


0.021 
 60% 


 50% 


 40% 


Methanol 100% Too little 


Total 5.844 


 


 


4.4.2 TLC analysis  


Small volumes from each fraction were aspirated and placed into a pre-


weighed vial and then dried completely under a stream of cold air. These 


were further re-dissolved in acetone to a concentration of 10 mg/ml as 


described in Section 2.7.1. BEA mobile phase was used to develop all the 13 


samples obtained. The samples that showed similar separation patterns, after 


visualisation of the TLCs with vanillin/H2SO4 reagent spray, were pooled 


together (Figure 4.3). Bioautography was done for all the 13 fractions 
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obtained from VLC; this was necessary to confirm and locate the presence of 


the active compound(s) in these fractions (Figure 4.4).  


 


 


 


Figure 4.4. Chromatograms of C. benghalensis’s VLC fractions that were separated 


by BEA, visualised by visible light (A) and vanillin/H2SO4 reagent (B). 


 


A 


B 
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Figure 4.5.  Bioautogram of C. benghalensis’s VLC fractions that were separated 


with BEA and sprayed with Pseudomonas aeruginosa. The white areas depict no 


reduction of INT and the red/pink areas indicate the reduction of INT to red/pink 


formazan by the growing bacteria. 


 


The antibacterial compound observed in Figure 4.2, Rf = 0.3, was present in 


the n-hexane 30%-in-70% ethyl acetate (fraction-X). This compound did not 


fluoresce under ultraviolet light (365 nm) and appeared reddish after 


treatment with vanillin/H2SO4 reagent. Fraction-X (0.390 g) was further 


purified to isolate the active compound. 


 


4.5  Isolation Procedure 


4.5.1 Isolation of the active compound(s) 


The degree of band separations on the TLC was helpful towards optimising 


the solvent systems that would be later used for column chromatography. The 


sephadex LH-20 (200-500) was mixed with absolute methanol and packed 


onto the column [10 mm x 25 cm (W x L)] and left overnight. The column was 


eluted with chloroform:methanol (4:1) and gave a total of 33 fractions. The 
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TLCs were developed using the BEA mobile system and similar fractions 


were pooled together (Figure 4.6); test tubes 7-16 were pooled together and 


labeled as fraction A (Figure 4.11). On the other hand, tubes 18-33 were 


pooled together and labeled as fraction B (Figure 4.11). The target compound 


was found to reside in fraction B (Rf  = 0.3).  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 4.6.  Chromatograms of fraction-X eluted with chloroform:methanol (4:1) and 


developed in BEA and visualised using vanillin/ H2SO4 reagent (A & B). The active 


compound was located in lanes 18-33 (Rf  = 0.3). 


 


4.5.2 Isolation of compounds CI and CII 


The pooled fraction B (test tubes 18-33) was further loaded onto a column 


prepared with silica gel 60 to purify the target compound. The fraction was 


A 


B 
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subjected to repeated separation through a series of open column 


chromatography using silica gel 60 and appropriate solvents as previously 


determined by TLC. The silica gel 60 was mixed with n-hexane to form 


homogenous slurry and stirred using a stirring rod to remove air bubbles. The 


silica gel slurry was then poured onto the column whose bottom opening was 


plugged with a cotton wool to retain the gel in the column. The solvent was 


allowed to drip out of the column opening to allow the gel to settle; the column 


bed was set at the 18 cm mark of the column. Fraction B was redissolved with 


n-hexane, mixed with silica gel 60 and poured onto a column; a cotton wool 


was then placed on top to prevent disturbing the silica gel during the addition 


of solvents. After testing a number of solvents on the TLC plate loaded with 


fraction B, n-hexane 100% was used as a starting mobile phase and this 


generated 46 test tubes (~15 ml per tube) with a pure band emerging from 


tube 9 (Figure 4.7). Further elution was done with n-hexane:ethyl acetate (5:1) 


from which 23 test tubes were collected. Based on the TLC analysis, test 


tubes 9-46 were pooled together (to constitute fraction C), test tube 51 


(fraction D), test tubes 52-54 (fraction E), test tubes 55-61 (fraction F) and 


then test tubes 62-65 (fraction H). All fractions were concentrated under  a 


stream of cold air and analysed on a TLC plate. The pooled fractions were 


developed with CEF solvent system (Figure 4.8). 


 


Fraction C was found to have very little material (>3 mg) and was maximised 


by recombining fractions D, E and F to form fraction I. Fraction I was then 


reloaded onto a silica gel 60 column packed in a pasture pipette. This column 


was eluted, firstly, with n-hexane (test tubes 1-32), followed by n-hexane:ethyl 


acetate (5:1), test tubes 33-54 (Figure 4.9). Approximately one millilitre was 
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collected at a time; the process was repeated three times to obtain a pure 


compound CI that came as white amorphous crystals with a combined mass 


of 21 mg.  


 


The other fraction from VLC were left to dry under a stream of cold air. 


Fraction 1 had a white precipitate in yellow oily liquid; the precipitate was 


washed repeatedly with acetone and the pure compound CII was collected as 


a white amorphous powder. 
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Figure 4.7. TLC chromatograms showing the stepwise purification of the target 


compound. The chromatograms were developed in BEA and visualised by spraying 


with vanillin/H2SO4 reagent. 


 


A 


B 


D 
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Figure 4.8. TLC chromatogram showing the target compound from pooled fractions. 


The chromatogram was developed in CEF and visualised under UV light and 


vanillin/H2SO4 reagent.  


 


 


Figure 4.9.  TLC chromatogram showing stepwise purification of the target 


compound. The chromatogram was developed in CEF and visualised under UV light 


and vanillin/H2SO4 reagent. 
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4.6  TLC Profiles of the Pure Compounds 


The isolated compounds were analysed using the TLC plates to ascertain 


their purity; BEA and CEF were used as mobile phases (Figure 4.10). BEA 


gave a better resolution of the pure compound, CI (Rf = 0.3). This pure 


compound demonstrated a higher Rf value of 0.84 when developed in CEF 


solvent system (Table 4.2), and it stained red/pink after spraying with 


vanillin/H2SO4 reagent. Compound CII did not resolve well in either mobile 


phase. Furthermore, Compound CII did not react with the visualisation 


methods employed. The isolation scheme for compounds CI and CII is 


indicated in the flow chart diagram shown (Figure 4.11).  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 4.10.  TLC profiling of the isolated compound CI developed in BEA (A) and 


CEF (B). Lanes 1 - 4 represent n-hexane, DCM, acetone and methanol, respectively. 


Lane 5 shows the presence and the position of the isolated compound, CI. 
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Table 4.2  The Rf values and yields of compounds isolated from C. benghalensis. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Compounds CEF BEA Mass (mg) 


CI 0.84 0.3 21 


CII 
Run with 


solvent front 
0.9 213 
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Figure 4.11. Flow chart diagram of the bioassay-


guided purification of the antibacterial compounds 


from C. benghalensis. 


 


 


C. benghalensis stems, 600 g 


Acetone extract 


2.67 g 


DCM extract 


6.16 g 


Methanol extract 


27.7 g 


n-hexane extract 


7.90 g 


Compound CII 


213 mg 


Exhausive fractionion 
 


A B - C D E F G - H I - M 


VLC, table 4.1 
 


Washed with acetone 
 


NMR and MS 
 


n-hexane 
 


50% n-hexane: EtOAc 50% 
 


80% CH3Cl: 20% MeOH 
 


1 2 


a b c d 


n-hexane 
 


A B 


Compound CI 


21 mg 


NMR and MS 
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4.7  Discussion and Conclusion 


Natural products with biological activity are the main resource for new 


chemical structures. They are useful in the development of compounds with a 


potential for use in pharmacology, agronomy and other fields of human health 


endeavour. The bioassay-guided fractionation on silica gel 60 resulted in the 


successful isolation of two target compounds. Few compounds have been 


isolated from Commelina species before and most of them were flavonoids. 


Several flavonoid glycosides have been isolated from C. communis L 


(Shibano et al., 2008). Most of the purified flavonoid glycosides such as 


isoquercitrin and vitexin were active against α-glycosidase. This is an enzyme 


that plays a major role in type-2 diabetes. In Korea, C. communis L is used as 


tea extract to alleviate diabetes. Young et al. (2004), further reported that 


aqueous extract of C. communis L showed anti-glucosidase activity. The free 


radical scavenging activity against DPPH was also tested from the isolated 


flavonoids. The flavonoid, glucoluteolin had a better antioxidant activity than 


other flavonoids orientin and isoorienin (Shibano et al., 2008). 


 


There are no reported data of the research done on C. benghalensis.  


Commelina benghalensis is regarded as an invasive plant in different parts of 


the world. It is considered native to tropical Africa and Asia (Faden, 2000). 


Though the plant has been used traditionally for several diseases for decades, 


it never caught the eyes of many scientists. Commelina benghalensis has 


been used for decades in several parts of South Africa to treat a number of 


disease conditions including skin ulcers. The present study, for the first time, 


isolated bioactive compounds from C. benghalensis. The yield of the active 


compounds was found to be much less. It was reported that secondary 
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metabolites occur in amounts that are usually less usually than 0.01% of the 


dry weight of the plants (Hanson, 2003). To that effect, the extraction of 1 kg 


of  dry plants material is likely to yield less than 100 mg of a natural product. 


Consequently, from the 600 g of the starting material, only 21 mg of the active 


material was obtained; in percentage yield, this accounted to only about 


0.0035%. The n-hexane did not extract all the materials from the dry plant 


(Figures 4.2 and 4.3). The DCM extract (Figure 4.3, Rf = 0.3) confirms that 


some of the active material was not totally extracted by n-hexane. Hence, the 


percentage yield obtained (0.0035%) could be improved by isolating the active 


compound from the DCM extract as well.  


 


One other way of getting the active compound in higher quantities is to 


compare its availability during different seasons of the year. Some compounds 


play a seasonal role in the plant (Hanson, 2003), while some compounds are 


found in the different parts of the plant such as the roots, the stems, the 


leaves and flowers. Comparison of the different parts of C. benghalensis could 


lead to the maximisation of the active compound. The isolated compounds 


were further subjected to NMR for structural elucidation. 


 


In conclusion, the extracts of many plants are administered without the 


knowlegde of their chemical composition and toxicity. The isolated compound, 


CI, could be extracted by solvents with different polarities. The 


chromatograms showed that the solvents extract the equivalent amount of the 


active compound. The less poisonous and inexpensive solvents such as 


acetone can be used in future for the extraction of compound CI in a direct 


non-serial extraction. The presence of active compounds in the extracts 
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support and validate the continued usage of C. benghalensis in traditional 


medicine. 
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CHAPTER 1 


 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The widespread use of herbal remedies and healthcare preparations are 


described in ancient texts such as the Vedas and the Bible. Drug discoveries 


from medicinal plants have evolved to include numerous fields of inquiry and 


various methods of analysis. Man has used extracts of plants since the dawn 


of time.  One of the early records of their use is that of Ambrose (1517-90), a 


French surgeon of note who treated gunshot wounds with a mixture of 


chamomile, melilot flowers, lavender, rosemary, sage, thyme and the extract 


from red roses boiled in white wine. Thomas Sydenham (1624-89) prescribed 


Peruvian bark (from the Chinchona tree) and syrup of cloves as remedy for 


malaria. Quinine originally isolated from the back of Chinchona tree, 


Chinchona succirubra, was one of the principal antimalarial agents (Mann, 


1995). Morphine, the major alkaloid of Papaver somniferum, was widely used 


for the relief of pain since the 1830s. Following on this type of knowledge, 


many scientists began to isolate the compounds responsible for the beneficial 


effect. Salicin for example was isolated from the bark of the white willow, Salix 


alba, in 1825-26 (Steen et al., 1995) and its acetylated derivative was 


marketed under aspirin in 1899. 


 


Traditional medicine is practiced by a large proportion of the South African 


population for their physical and psychological health needs.  Medicinal plants 


have become the focus of intense study recently in terms of conservation and 


as to whether their ethnobotanical uses are supported by the actual 
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pharmacological effects (Locher et al., 1995; Jäger et al., 1996; Williams, 


1996; Rabe and van Staden, 1997).  With the increasing acceptance of 


traditional medicine as an alternate form of health care, the screening of 


medicinal plants for bioactive compounds has become necessary. 


 


South Africa has several species of medicinal plants that are used by many 


ethnic groups for the treatment of various ailments in both human and 


domestic animals (Masika and Afolayan, 2002).  The treatment of livestock 


diseases using traditional remedies is widely practised in the rural 


communities and the practise dates back some centuries (Smith, 1895).  


 


In the Eastern Cape Province of South Africa, it is estimated that 75% of 


small-scale farmers still use herbal remedies to treat their livestock (Masika et 


al., 2000).  Although the efficacy of herbal remedies in this part of the world is 


rated very high, information is lacking on the appropriate dosage of the plant 


materials that are used. Such information is necessary for the scientific 


validation of the materials and the methods applied in order to properly 


evaluate the actual efficacy of these remedies (Masika and Afolayan, 2002). 


  


2.  LITERATURE REVIEW 


2.1  Medicinal Plants 


According to the World Health Organization (WHO), a medicinal plant is 


defined as any plant that contains substances that can be used for therapeutic 


purposes or which contains precursors of chemopharmaceutical semi-


synthesis (WHO, 1979). Traditionally used medicinal plants produce a variety 
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of compounds of known therapeutic properties (Chopra et al., 1956; Harborne 


and Baxter, 1995; Ahmad and Beg, 2001). The substances that can either 


inhibit the growth of pathogens or kill them and have no or low toxicity to host 


cells are considered candidates for developing new antimicrobial drugs.  In 


recent years, antimicrobial properties of medicinal plants have increasingly 


been reported from different parts of the world (Nimri et al., 1999; Saxena and 


Sharma, 1999).  Higher plants are still regarded as potential sources of new 


medicinal compounds.  Throughout the world, plants are used traditionally to 


treat many ailments, particularly infectious diseases, such as diarrhoea, fever, 


colds, as well as for the purposes of birth control and dental hygiene (Mitscher 


et al., 1987).  In addition, many psychoactive substances used in traditional 


medicine are of plant origin (Deans and Svodoba, 1990).   


 


More than 80% of the population in developing countries depends on plants 


for their medical needs (Farnsworth, 1988; Balick et al., 1994).  Medicinal and 


poisonous plants have always played an important role in African society.  


Traditions of collecting, processing and applying plants and plant-based 


medications have been handed down from generation to generation (von 


Maydell, 1996). South Africa, like many other African countries, has traditional 


medicinal plants as their main source of medicines and are sold in 


marketplaces or prescribed by traditional healers in their homes (Fyhrquist et 


al., 2002). Because of this strong dependence on plants as medicines, it is 


important to study their safety and efficacy (Farnsworth, 1994). 
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The value of ethnomedicine and traditional pharmacology is gaining 


increasing recognition in modern medicine because the search for new and 


potentially useful medicinal compounds is more successful if the plants are 


chosen on an ethnomedical basis.  It has been estimated that 74% of the 


pharmacologically active plant-derived components were discovered after the 


ethnomedical uses of the plants started to be investigated (Farnsworth and 


Soejarto, 1991). 


 


2.2  The Importance of Medicinal Plants 


Plants were once a primary source of all the medicines in the world and they 


continue to provide humankind with new remedies. Natural products and their 


derivatives, including products from plants, microorganisms, marine 


organisms and animals, represent more than 50% of all drugs in clinical use in 


the world (Farnsworth et al., 1985). Well-known examples of plant-derived 


medicines include quinine, morphine, codeine, aspirin, atropine, reserpine and 


cocaine. Recently, important new drugs such as taxol and vincristine have 


been developed. Taxol is a highly effective drug against breast cancer and is 


also approved for the treatment of ovarian cancer.  It is a diterpenoid originally 


extracted from the bark of the pacific yew (Taxus brevifolius).  Quinine is an 


alkaloid from the bark of the quinine tree (Cinchona pubescens). Artemisia 


annua, containing artemisinin, provides the only effective remedy against 


some organisms causing malaria. Atropine and various tropane alkaloids are 


extracted from the deadly nightshade and various other plants such as Datura 


stramonium (van Wyk et al., 1997).   
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Extracted alkaloids are used in eyedrops and in skin patches to treat motion 


sickness, and are injected to treat Parkinsonism (van Wyk et al., 1997).  


South Africa's contribution to world medicine include Cape aloes (Aloe ferox), 


buchu (Agathosma betulina) and devil's claw (Harpagophytum procumbens) 


(van Wyk et al., 1997). The herb Commelina benghalensis Linn, family 


Commelinaceae, has been used for medicinal purposes in the Mpumalanga 


province (Acornhoek) in South Africa (K. Mabela, personal communication). 


The plant is used traditionally for alleviation of skin disorders such as skin 


ulcers and lumps. The plant is used fresh by squeezing the sap onto the 


affected area. Ayurvedic medicine is an ancient Hindu system of health care 


that is native to Indian. The Hindu system has been practiced by millions of 


people in countries such as India, Nepal and Sri Lanka. According to 


Ayurvedic medicine, C. benghalensis is used for the treatment of leprosy and 


nervous system related disorders. Commelina benghalensis stems were 


selected in this study to isolate the bioactive compounds. The plant stems 


were dried since dried materials are easy to work with as opposed to fresh or 


wet materials (Katerere and Eloff, 2008). The biological activity of metabolites 


from C. benghalensis was tested on microorganisms and a cancer cell line. 


 


2.3  Plant Secondary Metabolites 


Plant metabolites are frequently divided into two groups of compounds 


involved in intermediary metabolism and secondary metabolism (Luckner, 


1990). Lipids, carbohydrates and proteins are referred to as primary products 


derived from general metabolism. Primary metabolites refer to all processes 


for the normal anabolic and catabolic pathways, which result in assimilation, 
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respiration, transport and differentiation.  These molecules have an important 


role in plant development and their biochemical pathways are generally 


common to most plant species and in some cases also to the metabolism of 


other organisms.  


 


Secondary metabolites consist of compounds that may form only a low 


percentage of the dry weight. The roles of these compounds to plant 


development have been ambiguous. Initially they were thought to be just a 


metabolic waste material. However, considering the lack of a sophisticated 


immune system that animals have, plants had to develop their own defence 


system against pathogens and predators. Upon pathogen infection, plants 


commonly activate a variety of defence mechanisms. Within few minutes, the 


challenged plant evolves reactive oxygen species (ROS) such as superoxide 


(SO4
-) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). Indeed, many of the secondary 


products such as isoprenoids, terpenoids, waxes and phenols are 


bactericides, repellents, and poisonous to pests and herbivores (Luckner, 


1990). Furthermore, secondary metabolites give the plants colours, flavours 


and the smell important for pollination. These products are sources of fine 


chemicals, such as drugs, insecticides, dyes and phytomedicines.  They 


consist of a large number of diverse chemical compounds. 


 


Some of the most common secondary metabolites are compounds derived 


from glucose and acetyl-CoA known as isoprenoids; and compounds derived 


from amino acids such as alkaloids, phenylpropanoids, and glucosinolates. In 
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addition, secondary metabolites can be combined from precursors from the 


different pathways of primary metabolism (Luckner, 1990).  


 


2.3.1 Isoprenoids, terpenes and phenolic compounds 


Isoprenoids are a large group of C5-isoprene units containing compounds 


accumulated in plants, animals, and microorganisms. Isoprenoids are derived 


from glucose and acetyl-CoA via mevalonate pathway condensing finally into 


five carbon units containing compounds. Until now a vast number of different 


isoprenoids have been identified (Banthorpe and Charlwood, 1980; Luckner, 


1990). The mevalonate pathway has been studied intensively in mammalian 


cells because the pathway produces cholesterol (Goldstein and Brown, 1990) 


(Figure 1.1). Plant isoprenoids comprise a structurally diverse group of 


compounds that are sometimes divided into classes of primary and secondary 


isoprenoids (Chappell, 1995). Terpenes contain one to five (C5-C25) isoprene 


units of original carbon skeletons, while isoprenoids have more than five 


isoprene units (C30)n often with altered carbon skeletons (Luckner, 1990).  
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Figure 1.1.  Mevalonate pathway 


(http://www.nature.com/nrd/journal/v6/n7/fig_tab/nrd2221_F1.html 2008). 


Key: FTase – farnesyl-PP transferase, GGTase – geranylgeranyl-PP transferase, HMG-CoA – 3-


hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme A.  
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2.3.1.1 Isoprenoids 


This class consists of primary isoprenoids that includes compounds essential 


for membrane integrity, photoprotection, orchestration of developmental 


programs, and anchoring essential biochemical functions to specific 


membrane systems (Chappell, 1995). Examples of these isoprenoids include 


compounds incorporating into glycoprotein synthesis (dolichol), regulating cell 


division (cytokinins), transporting intracellular vesicles, and active in 


cytoskeleton and membrane structure organization (phytosterols) (Morehead 


et al., 1995). All these functions are fundamental for full morphogenic 


expression in eukaryotic cells. In addition, isoprenoids play a significant role in 


respiration (the side chain of ubiquinone) and photosynthesis (phytol chain of 


chlorophylls; plastoquinone and other prenylquinones in the chloroplast; 


carotenoids). Furthermore, other classes of secondary metabolites may have 


constituents derived from mevalonate pathway (Table 1.1). 
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Table 1.1.  Examples of secondary metabolites containing isoprenoidal constituents. 


 


Compound Specie Reference 


Anthraquinones 
Species in Rubiaceae and 


Apocynaceae 
Ramos-Valdivia, 1998 


Cardenolides Digitalis lanata Milek et al., 1997 


Indole alkaloids Catharanthus roseus Burnett et al., 1993 


Prenylated polyphenols  Not mentioned Paseshnichenko, 1995 


Shikonin Lithospermum Gaisser and Heide, 1996 


Steroidial glycoalkaloids Solanum spp. Valkonen et al., 1997 


Taxol  Taxus spp. Jaziri et al.,1996; David and Dayanadan, 1997  


 


2.3.1.2 Terpenoids 


These plant metabolites are defined under the category of ‘terpenoids’. The 


word is used to indicate that all such metabolites have a common biosynthetic 


origin. Thus, all terpenoids are based on the isoprene molecule. The entire 


carbon skeleton is build up by union of two or more of these isoprene 


molecules. An isoprene molecule is not the primary in vivo precursor; instead, 


the compound involved is isopentenyl pyrophosphate. This molecule is 


formed from acetate via mevalonic acid in the mevalonate pathway. Examples 


of terpenes and isoprenoids are summarized in Table 1.2. 
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Table 1.2. Secondary products derived from activated isoprenes (Luckner, 1990). 


 


Number of isoprene 


units 
Group of compounds Representatives 


1 Hemiterpenes 
Isoprene, 3,3-dimethylallyl alcohol, isopentenol, isoamyl 


alcohol, tuliposides 


2 Monoterpenes Constituents of essential oils and iridoids 


3 Sesquiterpenes 
Constituents of essential oils and sesquiterpene lactones, 


abscisic acid, juvenile hormone, sirenin 


4 Diterpenes 
Constituents of resins, gibberellins, phytol, vitamin A, 


crocetin 


5 Sesterterpenes Constituents of unsaponifiable lipid extracts, waxes 


6 Triterpenes Squalene, sterols, pentacyclic triterpenoids 


7 Tetraterpenes Carotenes, xantophylls 


8 Polyterpenes 
Rubber, gutta, solanesol, spadicol, dolicols, betulaprenols, 


ficaprenols  


 


 


Monoterpenes, diterpenes and sesquiterpenes are classified as secondary 


isoprenoids (Chappell, 1995). They are constituents in essential oils and 


phytoalexins and are most often cyclic. They contain relatively few simple 


functional groups such as hydroxyls, carbonyls and double bonds. Usually the 


boiling point range increases with size and degree of functionality (Luckner, 


1990). Terpenes are involved in plant-environment interactions such as 


defense mechanisms, allelopathy, pollination, and attracting hormones 


(Luckner, 1990). With the enormous number of compounds now known, to 


seek a role for every monoterpene and sesquiterpene produced in the plant 
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kingdom seems unrealistic. As a class, the monoterpene and sesquiterpenes 


would appear to impart significant survival value to the plant (Croteau, 1992). 


 


2.3.1.3 Phenolic compounds 


Phenolic compounds embrace a wide range of plants substances, and they 


possess an aromatic ring bearing one or more hydroxyl substituents. They 


have an intense absorption in the UV region of the spectrum (Ribereau-


Gayon, 1972).  Phenolics tend to be water soluble, especially if they combine 


with sugars to form glycosides. However, flavonoids form a major but simple 


part of phenolic compounds. 


 


2.3.1.4 Phenols and phenolic acids 


Acid hydrolysis of plant tissue releases a number of ether-soluble phenolic 


acids. These acids are either associated with lignin combined as ester groups 


in alcohol-insoluble fraction or present in the alcohol-soluble fraction bond as 


glycosides. Free phenols occur rarely in plants and hydroquinone is the most 


abundant and widely distributed among plant kingdom. Compounds including 


phenols absorb the short UV, and could be detected at 254 nm as dark 


absorbing spots on TLC plates coated with silica gel 60 containing fluorescent 


indicator. The fluorescent structure of a representative phenol/phenolic acid is 


depicted in Figure 1.2. 
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Figure 1.2. Structure of a phenolic acid ion (Graham et al., 2004). 


 


2.3.1.5 Phenylpropanoids 


These are phenolic compounds, which have an aromatic ring to which a 


three-carbon side-chain is attached. These compounds are wide-spread in 


plant kingdom and were discovered in the 19th century already. Neutral 


compounds such as eugenol (Figure 1.3) are components of essential oil. The 


most important aromatic amino acids such as phenylalanine and tyrosine are 


formed via the Shikimic acid pathway.  


 


 


 


Figure 1.3.  A typical structure of a phenylpropanoid, eugenol (Graham et al., 2004). 


 


 


OO
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2.3.1.6 Flavonoids 


Flavonoids are structurally derived from the parent substances flavone. They 


are generally water soluble compounds. They can be extracted with 70% 


ethanol. Table 1.3 shows some of the flavonoids that occur in nature and 


many of them have medicinal value. Many compounds like alkaloids isolated 


from plants have biological activity that may have healing properties to human 


population. Some alkaloids present in the plants have neuroactive properties. 


Alkaloids with a piperidine ring produce drugs such as coniine and cocaine 


cause paralysing effect on sensory nerve endings and produce a sense of 


jubilation. Indeed, most compounds isolated have been used to treat many 


diseases such cancer, skin disorders and related diseases. Some of the most 


toxic compounds present in plants are also alkaloids. 


 


Table 1.3. Properties of the different flavonoid classes (Graham et al., 2004). 


 


Flavonoids Distributions 


Flavonols Mainly colourless, widespread in leaves 


Flavones As flavonols 


Glycoflanones As flavonols 


Biflavonyls Colourless, gymnosperm 


Chacones Yellow flower pigment 


Flavanones Colourless, in leaves and fruit 


Isoflavones Colourless, often in roots 
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2.4  Cancer Treatment 


Cancer may be caused in one of three ways, i.e., incorrect diet, genetic 


predisposition and the environment (Reddy et al., 2003).  At least 35% of the 


world cancer is caused by incorrect diet. Indeed, colon cancer occurrence is 


due to 80% of incorrect diet. This statistic does not include cancer caused by 


lifestyle substances like alcohol and cigarettes. When alcohol and cigarettes 


are included, the statistic could be as high as 60%. Genetic predisposition to 


these toxins account for approximately 20% of the world’s cancer. The rest of 


the percentage is due to environmental carcinogens. Anticancer drugs such 


as vinorelbine were derivatives of the compound (vinblastine) isolated from 


Catharanthus roseus. Many natural compounds have been modified by 


synthetic chemists and different types of analogues have been produced. 


However, primary activity was due to the backbone structure rather than the 


modified functional groups.  


 


2.4.1 Semi-synthetic anticancer drugs 


Most of the current cancer drugs are synthesised based on the backbone of 


one or another natural product. Anticancer drugs, such as paclitaxel and 


docetaxel, arise from the extracts of the English yew tree, Taxus spp and are 


used to treat refractory ovarian, breast, and other cancers (Fan, 1999). The 


inactive extracts of various plants are chemically converted into drugs that 


affect cells at the molecular level, thereby reversing or inhibiting 


tumourigenesis. Paclitaxel, for example, promotes tubulin assembly and 


inhibits cell proliferation. Doxorubicin (from Streptomyces peucetius) damages 


DNA by intercalation of the anthracyclin portion and causes metal ion 
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chelation (Perry, 1992). Moreover, camptothecin (from Camptotheca 


acuminata) inhibits the action of topoisomerase I, resulting in cell death (Fan, 


1999). Podophyllotoxin, synthetically modified into etoposide, is used to treat 


lung and testicular cancer (Mukherjee et al., 2001). Other important molecules 


include vincristine, vinblastine, colchicine, ellipticine, flavopiridol (a chromone 


alkaloid from Rohitukine), and a pyridoindole alkaloid (from Ochrosia spp). 


Other procedures that are recently used to cure or eliminate cancer cells 


includes surgery, chemotherapy and radiation. 


 


2.4.2 Surgery 


In theory, cancers could be cured if they are entirely removed by surgery, but 


this is not always possible. When the cancer has metastasised to other sites 


in the body prior to surgery, complete surgical excision is usually impossible. 


The goal of the surgery can be either the removal of only the tumour, or the 


entire organ. A single cancer cell is invisible to the naked eye but can regrow 


into a new tumour, a process called recurrence. For this reason, the 


pathologist will examine the surgical specimen to determine if a margin of 


healthy tissue is present. This procedure decreases the chance that 


microscopic cancer cells are left in the patient. In addition to removal of the 


primary tumour, surgery is often necessary for staging, e.g., determining the 


extent of the disease and whether it metastasised to regional lymph nodes. 


Hence, staging is a major determinant of prognosis for subsequent need for 


therapy (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/cancer.html).  


 


 



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recurrence

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anatomical_pathology
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2.4.3 Chemotherapy 


Chemotherapy is the treatment of cancer with drugs (anticancer drugs) that 


can destroy cancer cells. It interferes with cell division in various possible 


ways, either by interfering with the duplication of DNA or the separation of 


newly formed chromosomes. Most forms of chemotherapy target all rapidly 


dividing cells and are not specific for cancer cells. Hence, chemotherapy has 


the potential to harm healthy tissue, especially those tissues that have a high 


replacement rate (such as the intestinal lining). These cells usually repair 


themselves after chemotherapy. Because some drugs work better together 


than alone, two or more drugs are often given at the same time. This is called 


combination chemotherapy. Therefore, most effective chemotherapy 


treatments are given in combination (Tramer et al., 2001). 


 


The majority of chemotherapeutic drugs can be divided into alkylating agents, 


antimetabolites, anthracyclines, plant alkaloids, topoisomerase inhibitors, and 


antitumour agents. All of these drugs affect cell division or DNA synthesis and 


function in some way. The alkaloids are derived from plants and block cell 


division by preventing microtubule formation. Microtubules are vital for cell 


division and without, cell division cannot occur. The main examples are vinca 


alkaloids and taxanes (Tannock et al., 2004). 


 


2.4.4 Radiation Therapy 


Radiation therapy (also called radiotherapy, X-ray therapy, or irradiation) is 


the use of ionizing radiation to kill cancer cells and shrink tumours. Radiation 


therapy can be administered externally via external beam radiotherapy 



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medication

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chromosome

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alkylating_agent

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antimetabolite

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthracycline

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alkaloid

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Topoisomerase

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cell_division

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alkaloid

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plant

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microtubule

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vinca_alkaloid

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vinca_alkaloid

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taxane

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radiation_therapy
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(EBRT) or internally via brachytherapy. The effects of radiation therapy are 


localised and confined to the region being treated. The therapy injures or 


destroys cells in the area being treated (target tissue) by damaging their 


genetic material, making it impossible for these cells to continue to grow and 


divide. In addition, they cut off the blood supply to the cancer cells causing 


them to die in a process called necrosis (Tannock et al., 2004). Although 


radiation damages both cancer cells and normal cells, most normal cells can 


recover from the effects of radiation and function properly. The goal of 


radiation therapy is to damage as many cancer cells as possible, while limiting 


harm to nearby healthy tissue. Hence, it is given in many fractions, allowing 


healthy tissue to recover between fractions. 


 


Radiation therapy may be used to treat almost every type of solid tumour, 


including cancers of the brain, breast, cervix, larynx, lung, pancreas, prostate, 


skin, stomach, uterus, or soft tissue sarcoma. Radiation is also used to treat 


leukaemia and lymphoma. The dose to each site depends on a number of 


factors, including the radio sensitivity of each cancer type and whether there 


are tissues and organs nearby that may be damaged by radiation. As with 


every form of treatment, radiation therapy is not without its side effects. The 


neighbouring cells are the ones which are mostly affected by radiation. Thus, 


this could lead to secondary cancer development without noticing. Such side 


effects include temporary (reversible) or permanent side effects  


(www.cancerresource center.com /articles/alt099.html). 


 


 



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Necrosis

http://www.cancer/
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2.5  Side Effects of Commercial Drugs 


Anticancer drugs do not target specific cell types. They have a number of 


common adverse side effects. Most targeted cells are the ones in the process 


of reproducing themselves; such cells normally reproduce quickly. Examples 


are cells of hair follicles which lead to hair loss, anaemia due to immune 


system impairment and clotting problems caused by destruction of blood 


forming organs. Destruction of blood forming organs lead to the reduction in 


the number of red cells, white cells and platelets. Thus, administration of the 


drugs is done in the cycles that allow the patient to recover from the side 


effects caused.  


 


AstraZoneca pharmaceuticals developed an anticancer drug, tamoxifen 


(marketed as Nolvadex) (Figure 1.4) that helps mainly females with the 


metastatic breast cancer. Patients taking the drug have increased risk of 


cancer of the uterus (Horwitz et al., 1999). Cataracts and other eye problems 


are also associated with the use of tamoxifen. Furthermore, menstrual 


chances, genital itching and weight gain are other side effects observed over 


the time in such patients (www.cancer.com).  Many patients may lose interest 


in sex or become impotent. 
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Figure 1.4.  Structure of Tamoxifen (www.3dchem.com, 2008). 


 


Other chemotherapy anticancer drugs have been in the market for a number 


of decades. One of the most well known medicinally valuable anticancer 


drugs is Paclitaxene, marketed as Taxol (Figure 1.5). Paclitaxene produced 


by Baker-Norton pharmaceuticals, Inc., has been used as a treatment of 


advanced AIDS-related Kaposi’s sarcoma (www.cancer.com). Taxol was first 


isolated from the bark of the Pacific yew, Taxus brevifolia, in the early 1960s; 


structurally it is a diterpene compound.  It was not until the late 1980s that its 


value as an anticancer drug was determined (Horwitz et al., 1999). Bristol-


Meyer Squibb has also researched on paclitaxene and the drug has been 


approved for treatment of breast cancer.  


 


Patients receiving paclitaxene, during clinical trials, developed an allergic 


reaction to it, which resulted in problems ranging from rashes or a mild drop in 


blood pressure to major breathing problems, skin complications and fluid 


buildup around the heart. Other unpleasant reactions included abnormally low 
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neutrophil and platelet counts. Anaemia, bone and muscle pain are also 


common side effects. Side effects of docetaxel therapy include allergic 


reactions, skin rashes, fluid build-up (edema), abnormally low neutrophil 


counts, and peripheral nervous system disorders.  


 


 


 


 Figure 1.5.  Structure of Taxol (www.3dchem.com, 2008). 


 


Plants have continued forming the basis for treatment of diseases in 


traditional medicine system. They have continued to play a major role in 


primary health care. The side effects and therapeutic limitations of 


conventional medications are key factors driving the revival of herbal 


remedies (Dennis, 2000). Dietary consumption of foods and herbal medicines 


are a convenient method of administering potentially beneficial 


phytochemicals in a cost effective manner. 


 


 


 



http://biotech.icmb.utexas.edu/search/dict-search.phtml?title=platelet

http://biotech.icmb.utexas.edu/search/dict-search.phtml?title=neutrophil
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2.5.1 Safety of Traditional Medicine 


Plants used in traditional medicine are assumed to be safe. This is based 


from the long history of the plants use within a particular family or by 


traditional healers. Traditional healers have considerable knowledge of 


medicinal plants and how to avoid poisoning. About 4000 plant taxa used in 


South Africa, only a few are likely to be toxic (Stewart and Steenkamp, 2000). 


Traditional medicine poisoning could result as a consequence of 


misidentification, incorrect preparation and dosage, frequently due to self-


administration (Popat et al., 2001).  


 


Despite all these beneficial properties of medicinal plants, acute poisoning by 


traditional medicines is common in South Africa. For example, Callilepis 


laureola was identified as the primary cause of liver necrosis in KwaZulu-Natal 


in the 1970s (Wainwright and Schonland, 1977). Recently the risks are of 


greater consequence due to the form in which plant medicines are sold. They 


are dried and sold in as semi-processed products, ranging from plant organs 


to powdered forms. These products are seldom labeled and during the 


process medicinal plant products become extremely difficult to identify using 


the morphological character. However, the risk is associated with traders and 


untrained healers who jeopardise the patient’s health (Fennell et al., 2004).  


 


2.6  Anticancer and Cytotoxicity of Medicinal Plants 


There are yet no extremely effective drugs to treat most cancers. During the 


1960s, the National Cancer Institute (NCI) in the USA began to screen plant 


extracts with antitumour activity (Monks et al., 2002). Natural compounds 
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isolated from medicinal plants have been of increasing interest since then (Cai 


et al., 2004). People in Thailand use traditional medicine as an alternative 


form treatment for cancer. Consultations with traditional doctors of Thailand 


revealed that many plants were employed in drug formulae for cancer (Itharat 


et al., 2004). Furthermore, in China, cancer prevention and treatment using 


traditional medicines have attracted increasing interest. These traditional 


medicinal plants associated with anticancer might be potential sources of 


potent natural antioxidants and beneficial chemopreventive agents (Cai et al., 


2004).  


 


2.7  Phytochemicals in Cancer Prevention 


Cells in humans and other organisms are constantly exposed to a variety of 


oxidising agents, some of which are necessary for life. These agents might be 


present in air, food and water or they may be produced by metabolic activity 


within the cells (Liu, 2007). The key factor here is to maintain the balance 


between oxidant and antioxidant to sustain optimum physiological conditions. 


To prevent or slow the oxidative stress induced by free radicals, sufficient 


amounts of an antioxidant need to be consumed. Fruits and vegetables 


including whole grains contain a wide variety of oxidant compounds 


(phytochemicals) (Sun et al., 2002). This protects cellular systems from 


oxidative damage and may lower the risk of chronic diseases. 


 


Carcinogenesis is a multistep process, and oxidative damage is linked to the 


formation of tumours through several mechanisms (Ames et al., 1993). 


Oxidative stress induced by free radicals causes DNA damage. When DNA is 
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left unrepaired, it can lead to base mutations, singlet- and doublet-strand 


breaks, DNA cross-linking and chromosomal breakage and rearrangement. 


This potential cancer-inducing oxidative damage might be prevented or limited 


by dietary antioxidants found in fruits and vegetables (Ames et al., 1993).  


 


Epidemiological studies have indicated that dietary antioxidants lower the risk 


of chronic disease. Therefore, it is reasonable for scientists to identify the 


bioactive compounds responsible (Liu et al., 2008). The key question here is 


whether a purified phytochemical has the same health benefits. The isolated 


pure compound may lose its bioactivity or may not behave in the same way as 


the compound in whole food. Numerous investigations have shown that the 


risk of cancer is inversely related to the consumption of green and yellow 


vegetables and fruits. Indeed, epidemiological studies have suggested that a 


high intake of tomato products containing carotenoid lycopene may protect 


against cancer and cardiovascular diseases (Wu et al., 2003). The conjugate 


bonds on lycopene make it a powerful antioxidant. Di Mascio et al. (1989) 


showed that lycopene has the strongest singlet oxygen-quenching ability 


compared to other carotenoids such as α-carotene and β-carotene. β-


Carotene which is also abundant in vegetables and fruits has been used as 


anticancer supplement. Furthermore, intake of lycopene is correlated with a 


diminished risk for prostate cancer. In one of the studies, incidence of non-


melanoma skin cancer was unchanged in patients receiving β-carotene 


supplement (Hennekens et al., 1996).  
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Apart from epidemiological evidence, several animal model and cancer cell 


cultures demonstrated the anti-carcinogenic potential of lycopene. Levy et al. 


(1995) investigated lycopene antiproliferative properties in comparison with β- 


carotene. Results showed that lycopene inhibited the proliferation of breast 


and lung cancer cells and those for β-carotene were far less effective (Kim et 


al., 2002). 


 


2.8  Antioxidant Properties of Extracts 


Antioxidants are substances that when present in food or body delay or 


prevent the oxidation of the substrate. They help the body to protect itself 


against various types of oxidative damage caused by reactive oxygen, shock, 


arthritis and acceleration of aging process. The antioxidant compounds act by 


decreasing oxygen concentration, intercepting singlet oxygen and preventing 


first chain initiation by scavenging initial radicals. They also bind the metal 


ions, decomposing primary products to non-radical compounds and chain-


breaking to prevent continued hydrogen abstraction from substrate (Saha et 


al., 2004). 


 


Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are an entire class of highly reactive 


molecules derived from the metabolism of oxygen. ROS has been implicated 


in many human degenerative diseases. These species can cause extensive 


damage to cells and tissues, including various degenerative disorders, such 


as cardiovascular disease, aging, and neurodegenerative disorders like 


Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases, mutations and cancer (Simonian et al., 


1996). Mammalian cells, however, do possess elaborate defense 
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mechanisms for radical detoxification. Key metabolic steps are the superoxide 


dismutase (SOD) catalysis of the dismutation of superoxide to hydrogen 


peroxide and oxygen, the conversion of H2O2 into water and oxygen by 


catalase, and the glutathione peroxidase which destroys toxic peroxides (Lee 


et al., 2002). 


 


Natural antioxidants have a wide range of biological and biochemical 


activities. Antioxidants have been used to inhibit programmed cell death or 


apoptosis. Ju et al. (2004) showed that apoptosis induced by oxidative stress 


was reversed with extract from Betula platyphylla in treated cells as compared 


to untreated ones. The cellular response to high oxygen has a direct impact 


on the life span of mammalian cells in culture. Cellular senescence due to 


high oxygen levels showed consistent morphological and biological changes 


(Balaban et al., 2005). The changes suggested that the cells were 


programmed in as much the same way as differentiation or apoptosis. Thus, 


increasing the levels of antioxidants will prolong the life span of cells in 


culture.  In some of the primary fibroblasts, expression of cellular p53 can 


result with cells being either apoptotic or senescent. Macip et al. (2003) 


reported some evidence that the decision for what type of cell fate pathway is 


to be followed is dependent on the intracellular ROS. Similarly, expression of 


an activated form of Ras protein can induce senescence (Serrano et al., 


1997). Later, Wu et al. (2004) showed that seladin-1, a gene previously 


implicated in cholesterol metabolism, was implicated as an important redox-


sensitive intermediary between Ras and p53 proteins. 
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2.9  Isoprenylation and Ras Protein 


Cancer cells, in vitro, grow in foci and will continue to divide whether the 


surface of the culture dish is covered or not. Normal cells, in contrast, grow to 


cover the tissue culture dish and stop dividing after they have formed 


confluent monolayer. This is a phenomenon known as a contact inhibition of 


cell division. Many of the foci formed in cancer cells are associated with the 


expression of a 21 KDa globular protein, which became known as p21-Ras. 


This protein has the sequence characteristics of a G-protein. Studies showed 


that the mutant Ras proteins are derived from normal cellular proteins which 


are monomeric G-proteins. The same protein, in a mutant form, is found in 


several tumour viruses and is responsible for oncogenesis. Activating Ras 


mutants occur spontaneously during cell division and are found in up to 30% 


of human cancers. 


 


Ras proteins have a C-terminal CAAX sequence (C-cysteine, A-leucine, A-


isoleucine or valine, X-methionine) and are lipid modified (farnesylated) to 


localize them to underneath the plasma membrane. The C-terminal portions 


of the protein has conserved sequences termed CAAX. The cysteine amino 


acid is the one which is farnesylated and is responsible for malignancy (Borg 


et al., 1998). Ras functions similarly with G-protein subunits; they are 


switched on by binding to the nucleotide guanidine triphosphate (GTP) and off 


by binding to guanidine diphosphate (GDP). Thus, Ras proteins are very 


important in signal transduction. The mutants are clustered around the GTP 


binding pockets and affect the GTPase activity. A normal Ras, after binding 


GTP, is rapidly inactivated by hydrolysis of the GTP to GDP by Ras-GTPase 
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activating protein (Ras-GAP).  The mutant forms are much less able to cleave 


GTP since the Ras-GAP enzyme is not able to bind. Hence, the Ras protein 


remains turned on for much longer once it is activated. Therapies for ras 


mutations target the enzyme that add lipid (prenylation) to Ras C-terminal. 


The C-terminal CAAX have a consensus sequence which is the site for 


isoprenylation. Lack of isoprenylation on Ras renders it impossible for 


translocation to the plasma membrane and it remains in the cytoplasm where 


it is not functional. Thus, isoprenylation is important and apparently Ras 


protein only function when is attached to the plasma membrane. This 


prevents oncogenic version of Ras from getting to the cell membrane and 


exerting their negative effects. 


 


2.10 Carcinogenesis and Apoptosis 


Transformation of a normal cell into a cancerous cell proceeds through many 


stages over a number of years. The majority of human cancers is due to 


environmental carcinogens; these include chemicals, radiation and viruses. 


The stages of carcinogenesis include initiation, promotion and progression. 


The first stage involves a reaction between the carcinogen (cancer causing 


agent) and the DNA of cells. The second stage continues very slowly over a 


period ranging from several months to years. A change in diet and lifestyle, at 


this stage, can have a beneficial effect of not developing cancer. The last 


stage involves progression and spread of the cancer (Reddy et al., 2003).   


 


Most anticancer agents now in use were developed using screening designed 


to identify agents that selectively kill tumour cells. Research into drug action 
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focuses on intracellular targets and cellular damage resulting in apoptosis. 


Apoptosis was initially described by its morphological characteristics including 


cell shrinkage, membrane blebbing, chromatin condensation and nuclear 


fragmentation (Wyllie et al., 1980; Thompson et al., 1995). The realisation that 


apoptosis is a gene-directed program has had a profound implication for our 


understanding of developmental biology and time homeostasis. This implies 


that the cell membrane can be regulated by factors that influence cell survival 


as well as those that control proliferation and differentiation. Moreover, the 


genetic basis for apoptosis implies that cell death can be described by 


mutations. In fact, defects in the apoptotic pathway are now thought to 


contribute to a number of human diseases, ranging from neurodegenerative 


disorders to malignancy. 


 


The influence of apoptosis on malignant phenotypes goes back to the early 


1970s, where studies showed that growth of tumour cells were lost massively 


(Kerr et al., 1972). Although most death resulted from necrosis, Kerr et al. 


(1972) raised the possibility that the large percentage loss from tumours was 


due to apoptosis. Subsequent studies reached a high frequency of apoptosis 


in tumours treated with cytotoxic anticancer agents. Thus, this observation 


suggested that apoptosis contributed to a high rate of cell loss in treated 


malignant tumours. Agents that directly induce apoptosis may provide less 


opportunity for acquired drug resistance, decreased mutagenesis and 


reduced toxicity. The rational strategies to manipulate cell suicide programs 


will produce new therapies that are less toxic and mutagenic than current 


treatment regimens. 
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2.11 Natural Products Chemistry 


Natural products chemistry is an aspect of chemistry concerned with the 


isolation and characterisation of novel molecules and/or biologically active 


new entities (Monge et al., 1997). The term natural product is commonly 


reserved for those organic compounds of natural origin (secondary 


metabolites). They may be unique to one organism or common to a small 


number of closely related organisms (Mann, 1995). The role(s) of secondary 


metabolites in the life processes of the living organism producing them are 


most poorly understood. Some appear to be non-essential to the organism 


when compared with others. Nonetheless, secondary metabolites have 


enormous potential that can be utilised for the benefit of humankind in various 


aspects of life, especially for industrial purposes and in medicine.   


 


The use of the extracts from medicinal plants in their natural form presents 


several difficulties. The actual content of the bioactive molecules from plants 


may vary with both the locality and the season in which they are collected.  


With most bioactive molecules overdosage may have negative effects or can 


even be lethal. Underdosage could also have a detrimental effect and the 


expected relief may not be obtained.  Medicinal properties of many plants may 


also be lost on storage; for example, the bioactive molecules in the foxglove 


leaves rapidly decompose on storage, unless dried quickly after collection 


(Monge et al., 1997). The same situation holds for many pharmaceutical 


products. In some cases dried plant material may retain its activity when 


stored up to a century (Eloff, 1999c).  
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2.12 Commelina benghalensis Linn 


Commelina is a genus containing almost two hundred species. They are 


generally called “dayflowers”. Several species, especially C. benghalensis, 


are eaten as leaf vegetables in south-eastern Asia and in certain parts of 


Africa. The plant is a serious and troublesome weed in many eastern and 


southern African countries; however, it appears to be a problem only 


sporadically in the Americas (Figure 1.6). There is little mention of this weed 


in cereal crops growing in temperate climates as it prefers warm moist 


climates.  


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 1.6. Representative picture of flowering Commelina benghalensis L. 


(www.mytho.fleurs.com) 


 


2.12.1 Biology and Ecology 


Commelina benghalensis is a creeping annual weed that grows well under 


moist conditions. It is capable of propagating in different conditions depending 


on the moisture of the soil. The stems of Commelina benghalensis has a high 


moisture content and once rooted it can survive for long periods (Wilson, 


1981) and during rainy seasons, it can then grow rapidly (Holm et al., 1977). 


The classification of Commelina benghalensis is shown in Table 1.4 and the 


similarities among different species are shown in Table 1.5. 
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Table 1.4.  Classification of Commelina benghalensis (Holm et al., 1977). 


 


Kingdom Plantae – Plants 


   Subkingdom Tracheobionta -  Vascular plants  


      Superdivision Spermatophyta -  Seed plants  


        Division Magnoliophyta  -  Flowering plants  


         Class Liliopsida – Monocotyledons  


           Subclass Commelinidae  


             Order Commelinales  


   Family Commelinaceae - Spiderwort family  


                 Genus Commelina L. - dayflower  


                   Species Commelina benghalensis  L. - jio  


 


Table 1.5.  Botanical differences among the major Commelina  species (Holm et al., 


1977). 


 


Characters C. benghalensis C. albescens C. diffusa C. forskalae C. paludosa C. erecta 


Leaves Ovate-elliptic Linear-lanceolate Broadly lanceolate Narrow oblong Elliptic-lanceolate Lanceolate 


Flowers Bluish-violet Pale blue Deep cobalt blue NI White NI 


Fruits 
Capsule broadly 


ovoid-oblong 


Capsule 5 mm 


long 


Capsule elongate, 7 


mm long 


Capsule sub-


cubic, buff 


coloured 


NI 
Capsules 


oblong 


Seeds Ovaid Obliquely Ovaid elongate NI NI Black 


Key: NI – no information 


 


2.13 Separation Techniques and Structural Elucidation 


Isolation of secondary metabolites from natural sources has benefited 


immensely from the remarkable advances in chromatographic techniques for 
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the separation of crude extracts.  Isolation of constituents of either plant or 


animal poses numerous problems.  The compound(s) of interest may only be 


present in very small amount, when one considers for example that a plant 


extract may have tens of thousands of constituents, thus making the 


separation of the compound of interest a difficult task. The nature of the 


separation problem varies considerably from the isolation of small quantities 


(milligrams or less) for structure determination purposes to the isolation of 


larger amounts (hundred milligrams to kilogram quantities) for comprehensive 


biological testing, semi-synthetic work or even for production of therapeutic 


agents.  A good selection of different techniques and approaches is therefore 


essential. 


 


A number of chromatographic techniques, alternatives to the usual open 


column, have been developed over the last few years to solve the complex 


separation problems.  These include flash chromatography, low and medium 


pressure chromatographic techniques. Flash chromatography is an air-


pressure driven liquid chromatographic technique. It is a fast method for 


separation of sample with minimal sample loss. Less amount of 


decomposition occurs with open column chromatography (Marston and 


Hostettmann, 1993). Low-pressure liquid chromatography make use of 


column-packing of relatively large sizes which assist with high flow rates at 


pressures of up to 10 bar. The columns are made up of glass because of low 


pressures; one end is connected to the pump and the columns are re-usable.  


Medium pressure liquid chromatography makes use of pressures of 5 - 40 bar 


and can accommodate 100 mg – 100 g sample; a large increase in resolution 
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is obtained if separation carried out on a short column of large internal 


diameter is repeated on a longer column of smaller internal diameter. 


 


Accelerated gradient chromatography (AGC) is a form of medium pressure 


liquid chromatography designed to minimise the total time spent to isolate the 


desired amount of compound. Its main advantage is the use of accelerated, 


doubling gradient, to counteract the inherent band spreading that occurs in all 


chromatographic separations. Hence, the solute will be eluted faster and in a 


more concentrated form than if isocratic elution is employed. 


 


For characterisation of isolated secondary metabolites, nuclear magnetic 


resonance (NMR) has become the most useful tool available to the organic 


chemist for chemical structure elucidation. Identification of isolated 


compounds have been made easier through synergistic information 


obtainable from the combination of mass spectra (MS), infrared (IR), 


ultraviolet (UV), and NMR spectra. Of particular interest is 13C-NMR 


spectroscopy together with two dimensional (2D) techniques, which frequently 


provides unique insights into structural, stereochemical and conformational 


details for carbon containing molecules. 


 


The groups involved in drug discovery programmes, to avoid dereplication of 


known constituents from crude natural plant extracts and to target the 


isolation of new bioactive molecules, are recently employing hyphenated 


techniques (Ndjoko et al., 2001). This approach involves obtaining 


spectroscopic information on line, directly from crude plant extracts subjected 
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to high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) coupled to UV photodiode 


array detection (LC-DAD/UV), to mass spectrometry (LC/MS) and to nuclear 


magnetic resonance (LC/NMR), have proven excellently useful in screening 


bioactive fractions from crude plant extracts. The LC/UV/MS and LC/NMR 


techniques have permitted rapid identification of bioactive molecules from 


Swertia calycina, family: Gentianaceae (Hostettmann, 2001) and the study of 


compounds, which are often difficult to isolate on a preparative scale. 


 


3 RATIONALE, AIM AND OBJECTIVES 


3.1 Rationale 


African medicinal plants have a long history of providing important sources of 


healing to local populations. In certain African countries, up to 90% of the 


population still relies exclusively on plants as a source of primary health care 


medication. The knowledge on the use of plant preparations in traditional 


medicines is very important. However, the dissemination of traditional healer’s 


valuable knowledge is progressively diminishing. Hence, the documentation of 


possible remedies that cure particular disease conditions will soon decrease 


remarkably and it is imperative to preserve this important information before it 


disappears completely. Therefore, the current investigation and the evaluation 


of C. benghalensis for its pharmacological and phytochemical properties will 


constitute a basis for a detailed understanding and validation of the plant’s 


ethnopharmacological usage.  
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3.2 Aims and Objectives 


The aim of the study was to evaluate the potential biological activity of 


extracts of Commelina benghalensis for antimicrobial and anticancer 


activities, and to further isolate, purify and elucidate the chemical identities of 


the bioactive compounds based on their traditional use.  


 


3.2.1 The Specific Objectives of the Study were to: 


i. Screen the crude and semi-purified extracts of Commelina 


benghalensis for antibacterial and antifungal properties. 


ii. Evaluate the anti-cancer activities of crude extracts of Commelina 


benghalensis using Wil-2 NS cancer cells as a study model. 


iii. Isolate and purify the bioactive compound(s) from the active 


fraction(s). 


iv. Elucidate the chemical structure of the purified bioactive 


compound(s) using NMR spectroscopy and related techniques. 


 


4 HYPOTHESIS 


Commelina benghalensis possesses compounds that are active against 


various microorganisms (bacteria and fungi) and display anti-proliferative 


properties against Wil-2 NS lymphoma cancer cell line. 
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CHAPTER 5 


 


Structural Characterisation of the Compound Isolated from  


Commelina benghalensis. 


 


5.1  Introduction 


5.1.1 Spectroscopic techniques 


Spectroscopy is the study of the interaction of electromagnetic radiation 


(EMR) with the matter. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is the study of 


interaction of radio frequency (RF) of the EMR with unpaired spins in an 


external magnetic field. Such interactions are important and lead to structural 


information of a compound under investigation. NMR spectroscopy is the most 


useful analytical tool available to the organic chemist. It is routinely used to 


study the chemical structure of simple molecules by using one-dimensional 


technique (1D-NMR), compounds that are more complicated require the use 


of two-dimensional technique (2D-NMR).  


 


One D-NMR is used to quantify the number of protons that are present in a 


compound of interest. Proton NMR (1H-NMR) is a plot of signals arising from 


absorption of RF during an NMR experiment by the different protons in a 


compound. The area under the plots provides information about the number of 


protons present in the molecule (Abraham et al., 1988). The position of the 


proton signals reveals information regarding the chemical and electronic 


environment of the proton and the spinning pattern provides information about 


the number of neighbouring protons (Derome, 1988). Similar to proton NMR, 
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carbon NMR (13C-NMR) is a plot of signals arising from the different carbons 


as a function of chemical shift. The signals in 13C-NMR experiments normally 


appear as singlet because of the decoupling of the attached protons. The 


range of the chemical shift values differs between the 1H (normally 0 to 10) 


and 13C-NMR (normally 0 to 230) that arise from the two nuclei having 


different numbers of electrons around their corresponding nuclei as well as 


different electronic configuration (Abraham et al., 1988). 


 


Two D-NMR experiments are concerned with the structural elucidation of 


natural products and include the homonuclear 1H, 1H-correlated spectroscopy 


(COSY) and heteronuclear 1H, 13C-heteronuclear multiple quantum correlation 


(HMQC) and heteronuclear multiple bond correlation (HMBC). COSY is a plot 


that shows coupling among neighbouring protons. It provides information on 


the connectivity of the different groups within the molecule (Ernst et al., 1987). 


HMQC experiments provide correlation between proton and their attached 


heteronuclei through the heteronuclear scalar coupling. This experiment is 


used to eliminate protons signals not coupled to the heteronuclei. HMQC 


further provides information regarding the number and chemical shifts of 


methyl, methylene and methine groups (Kessler et al., 1988). HMBC 


experiment on the other hand, detects long range coupling between proton 


and carbon (two or three bonds away). The HMBC, in conjunction with COSY 


thus enables the elucidation of the skeleton of the compound.  
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5.2  Materials and Methods 


5.2.1 Nuclear magnetic resonance 


The purified compounds were analysed with nuclear magnetic resonance 


(NMR) for structural elucidation. The NMR spectra were recorded on a Brüker  


BioSpin WM 600 MHz spectrometer (Bruker BioSWpin, Germany). 


Compounds were weighed (~20 mg) and dissolved with deuterated 


chloroform (Merck) to a final volume of 2 ml. The mixture was transferred to 


NMR tubes (Milmad, Economy) and sent to the Department of Chemistry, 


University of Botswana, Botswana, for analysis. 1H-NMR was run at 600 MHz 


and 13C-NMR at 75 MHz using the solvent, deuterated chloroform, as 


reference signal. The chemical identities and structures of the purified 


compounds were elucidated with the help of Dr Mdee (Phytomedicine 


Programme, University of Pretoria). 


 


5.2.2 Mass spectrometry 


The isolated compounds were further analysed by mass spectroscopy (MS) at 


the University of Pretoria. The chemical identities of the purified compounds 


were elucidated with the help of Dr Mdee (Phytomedicine programme, 


University of Pretoria). 


 


5.3  Results 


5.3.1 Structural elucidation of the isolated compound, CI 


The combination of 1D- and 2D-NMR spectroscopy was used for the chemical 


structural elucidation of the isolated compound. NMR analysis for Compound I 


(21 mg) is shown in Figures 5.1 to 5.6. 
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Figure 5.1a. The 13C-NMR spectrum of Compound I. Compound I was dissolved with 


deuterated chloroform and analysed with 600 MHz NMR for 13C-NMR. 


 


 


Figure 5.1b.The 13C-NMR expanded spectrum from 12 ppm to 58 ppm of Compound 


I. Compound I was dissolved with deuterated chloroform and analysed with 600 MHz 


NMR for 13C-NMR. 
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Figure 5.2. The 1H-NMR spectrum of Compound I. Compound I was dissolved with 


deuterated chloroform and analysed with 600 MHz NMR for proton. 


 


Figure 5.3a. The DEPT-NMR spectrum of Compound I. Compound I was dissolved 


with deuterated chloroform and analysed with 600 MHz NMR for DEPT. 
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Figure 5.3b. The DEPT-NMR expanded spectrum of Compound I. Compound I was 


dissolved with deuterated chloroform and analysed with 600 MHz NMR for DEPT. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 5.4. The HMBC-NMR expanded spectrum of Compound I. Compound I was 


dissolved with deuterated chloroform and analysed with 600 MHz NMR for HMBC. 
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Figure 5.5. The HMQC-NMR spectrum of Compound I. Compound I was dissolved 


with deuterated chloroform and analysed with 600 MHz NMR for HMQC. 


 


 


Figure 5.6. The COSY-NMR expanded spectrum of Compound I. Compound I was 


dissolved with deuterated chloroform and analysed with 600 MHz NMR for COSY. 
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Analysis of NMR spectroscopy results were compared with that of reported 


data (Table 1). 


 


Table 5.1. The 13C-NMR (600 MHz) spectra data of the isolated compound. The 


isolated compound was dissolved in deuterated chloroform before analysis. 


Position 


Chemical shift (, ppm), 13C 


β-Sitosterol 


(Alam et al., 1996) 
C1 


Stigmasterol 


(Alam et al., 1996) 
C1 


1 37.3 37.26 37.5 36.51 


2 31.6 31.67 32.0 31.88 


3 71.8 71.81 71.8 71.81 


4 42.3 42.22 42.8 42.33 


5 140.8 140.76 141.3 140.76 


6 121.7 121.72 122.0 121.72 


7 32.1 31.88 32.3 32.42 


8 32.1 31.88 32.3 32.42 


9 50.2 51.24 50.6 51.24 


10 36.5 36.51 36.8 36.51 


11 21.1 21.09 21.2 21.21 


12 39.8 39.78 40.0 40.48 


13 42.3 42.31 42.8 42.33 


14 56.8 56.78 57.4 56.87 


15 24.3 24.30 24.5 24.37 


16 28.3 28.25 29.1 29.17 


17 56.1 56.12 56.5 56.78 


18 12.0 12.05 12.3 12.24 


19 19.1 19.04 19.6 19.82 


20 36.2 36.18 40.8 39.78 


21 18.8 18.78 21.3 21.21 


22 34.0 33.96 138.8 138.31 


23 26.2 26.09 129.8 129.28 


24 45.2 45.85 51.6 51.24 


25 29.2 29.17 32.3 32.42 


26 18.9 18.89 21.4 23.08 


27 19.1 19.04 19.3 19.40 


28 23.1 23.08 25.6 25.40 


29 11.9 11.86 11.9 11.86 
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The isolated compound’s NMR spectra was compared with the spectrum of 


known compounds to fully elucidate the chemical structure (Alam et al., 1996). 


Its mass spectrum demonstrated it to be a mixture of two compounds 


indicated at m/z 414 and 412 (Figure 5.7). The bioassay-guided fractionation 


led to the isolation of two inseparable compounds identified as stigmasterol 


and β-sitosterol (Figure 5.8). 


 


Figure 5.7. The mass spectrum of compound CI. 
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Figure 5.8. Chemical structure of compound I, a mixture of two inseparable 


compounds isolated from the n-hexane extract of C. benghalensis. The identities of 


the compounds are stigmasterol (A) and β-sitosterol (B). 


 


5.3.2 Structural elucidation of the isolated compound, CII 


Compound CII was isolated as an amorphous white powder (231 mg) and the 


NMR spectral analysis is shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. Its mass spectrum 


showed it as a single compound indicated at m/z 492 (Figure 5.11) The 


compound was identified as a long carbon chain molecule, pentatriacontane 


(Figure 5.12). 
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Figure 5.9a. The 1H-NMR spectrum of Compound II. Compound II was dissolved 


with deuterated chloroform and analysed with 600 MHz NMR for proton. 


 


 


Figure 5.9b. The 1H-NMR expanded spectrum of Compound II. Compound II was 


dissolved with deuterated chloroform and analysed with 600 MHz NMR for proton. 
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Figure 5.10.  The DEPT-NMR spectrum of Compound II. Compound II was dissolved 


with deuterated chloroform and analysed with 600 MHz NMR for DEPT. 
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Figure 5.11. The mass spectrum of compound CII. 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 5.12. The chemical structure of Compound II. The compound was isolated by 


recrystallisation of the hex-100% fraction with acetone. 
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5.4 Discussion and Conclusion 


The anti-bacterial activity of C. benghalensis was observed in the n-hexane 


and DCM extracts. The active compound was found to be predominant in the  


n-hexane extract and thus this extract was used for the isolation of the target 


compound. Various fractions that were generated from the n-hexane extract 


were analysed (Figure 4.4). The active compound was found to reside in the 


fraction eluted by 30% hexane in 70% ethyl acetate (Hex30). 


 


Two compounds were isolated from the n-hexane extract of C. benghalensis 


by a repeated column chromatography over silica gel 60. The structures of the 


isolated compounds were elucidated by extensive 1D-NMR and 2D-NMR 


(COSY, HMBC and HMQC) spectral analyses. It was found that compound I 


is a mixture of two compounds (3:4) as determined by the intensities and 


number of its NMR signals. This suggested that the compounds were very 


similar and had the same polarity as it were indicated by their resolution on 


the TLC plate. The 1H-NMR spectra gave the total of ~98 hydrogen ions 


indicating a possibility of one compound that have about 50 hydrogen atoms 


bonded to it. The 13C-DEPT-NMR spectroscopic data also indicated that the 


two compounds were similar and they differed only at C-22 and C-23 


positions. The 13C-NMR data of compound I was similar to those that were 


reported for stigmasterol and β-sitosterol (Alam et al., 1996) and we report 


here, for the first time, the isolation of these compounds from C. benghalensis. 


The molecular formula of β-sitosterol is C29H50O and have a molecular mass 


of 414.707 g/mol. The molecular formula of stigmasterol is similar to that of β-


sitosterol at C29H48O and have a molecular mass of 412.692 g/mol. The mass 
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spectrum further confirms the molecular mass of these isolated compounds. 


The scientific names of β-sitosterol and stigmasterol are 3-beta,5-alpha-


stigmatan-3-ol and stigmasta-5,22-dien-3-ol, respectively. 


 


A pentatriacontane compound was also recovered from the n-hexane extract 


tube. This compound precipitated as impure white crystals and was 


recrystallised using acetone as a solvent. The 1H-NMR of the compound CII 


showed few signals, a broad singlet at δ 0.8 corresponding to 6 protons of the 


two terminal methyl groups. The other broad singlets were observed at δ 0.27, 


which corresponded to 66 protons for the remaining 33-methylene groups. 


The 13C-NMR displayed signals at δ 14.06. The literature search of the 


observed signals corresponded to two CH3 groups on the two terminals of the 


isolated compound (Kessler et al., 1988). Ideally, the signal should be 


detected at δ 14.60. The other signals were observed at δ 22.65, δ 29.34 and 


δ 31.91 and each signal represented only one CH2 group. The other 30 CH2 


groups are represented by a signal at δ 29.64 (30.4). Thus, the molecular 


formula of pentatriacontane was determined at C35H72 and has a molecular 


weight of 492.946 g/mol. 


 


In conclusion, two compounds were isolated from the n-hexane extract. The 


compounds we elucidated as a one long carbon molecule, pentatriacontane 


(CII), and two inseparable sterols (CI). The isolated sterols were identified as 


β-sitosterol and stigmasterol. These compounds have been isolated from the 


C. benghalensis for the first time. The isolated sterols could be the primary 
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source of the beneficial treatment effect provided by the plant against several 


diseases.  


 


As a follow up study, there is a need to test the fractions and the isolated 


compound I for their biological activity. Some published work from our 


laboratory has shown the methanolic extract of Commelina benghalensis to 


induce apoptosis in Wil-2 NS lymphoma cells (Mbazima et al., 2008). Hence, 


the next Chapter deals with the evaluation of the antiproliferative activity of the 


isolated compounds against the Wil-2 NS lymphoma cells. 
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Appendix 


 


Abstracts for conference presentations 


 


1. Antiproliferative activity of Commelina medicinal plant against Wil-2 NS 


lymphocytes 


 


Mokgotho M .P, Lebogo K. W, Mbazima V.G, Mampuru L. J. 


 


School of Molecular and Life Sciences, Biochemistry and Microbiology and 


Biotechnology Department, University of Limpopo, P/Bag X1106, Sovenga, 0727, 


Limpopo Province, South Africa 


 


Cancer prevention and treatment using traditional remedies have attracted 


increasing interest. This study demonstrates and characterises the antiproliferative 


activities of traditional medicinal plant Commelina, which has been in use for many 


years to treat skin ulcers and skin lumps. The plant was exhaustively extracted with 


absolute acetone at room temperature for 5 hours and the crude extract obtained 


was further sub-fractioned with n-Hexane to obtain fraction 1 (F1) and with 


Dichloromethane to obtain fraction 2 (F2). We report here that both F1 and F2 


inhibited the growth of Wil-2 NS cells in a dose- (0 200 mg/ml) and time-dependent 


manner. The observed growth-inhibitory effects were demonstrated to be associated 


with the process of apoptosis as determined by acridine orange/ethidium bromide 


(AES) dual stain method. Furthermore, morphological characterisation indicative of 


apoptosis was confirmed by chromatin condensation, cell shrinkage, formation of 


apoptotic bodies and membrane blebbing, as shown by light and electron (TEM and 


SEM) microscopy. The data strongly suggest that fractions of Commelina. have 


growth-inhibitory activities against Wil-2 NS cells and may do so against other 


malignant growths. Further studies are in progress to establish the actual molecular 


and biochemical mechanism(s) responsible for the growth-suppressive effects of this 


medicinal plant. 


 


 Presented at the, SASBMB-XIX conference held at University of Stellenbosch 


from 16-20 January 2005. 
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 Presented at the Indigenous plant use forum (IPUF) conference held at the 


University of Botswana from 3-6 July 2006. 
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2. Antiproliferative activity of indigenous medicinal plant against Wil-2 NS 


lymphocytes 


 


M.P. Mokgotho, V.G. Mbazima, K.W. Lebogo and L.J Mampuru. 


 


Department of Biochemistry, Microbiology and Biotechnology, Faculty of Science 


and Agriculture, University of Limpopo, P/Bag X1106, Sovenga, 0727, Limpopo 


Province, South Africa 


 


There are as yet no extremely effective drugs to treat most cancers and many 


cancer treatments are very expensive. Cancer prevention and treatment using 


traditional remedies have attracted increasing interest. This study characterise 


antiproliferation activity of an indigenous traditional medicinal plant which has been 


used for many years to treat skin ulcers and skin lumps in the northern parts of 


Limpopo Province, RSA. The plant material was exhaustively extracted with n-


hexane, dichloromethane, acetone and methanol at room temperature for 30 


minutes. Wil-2 NS cells grown in the presence of these extracts at concentrations 


ranging from 0-200 µg/ml exhibited a reduction in cell proliferation in a dose- and 


time-depended manner. The inhibition of proliferation was associated with apoptosis 


as determined by Hoechst and Giemsa stains. The cell morphology related to 


apoptosis was characterised by chromatin condensation and cell shrinkage. The 


obtained data suggest that fractions of this indigenous medicinal plant have 


antiproliferative activity on the tested cancer cell line, Wil-2 NS. Further experiments 


on whether it is through apoptosis or other factors that these fractions exert their 


direct anti-proliferative effects are required. 


 


Key words: Antiproliferative activity, Cancer, Medicinal plants, Wil-2 NS lymphocytes 


 


 Presented at the (SASBMB) Bio-08 conference held in Grahamstown from 20-


25 January 2008. 
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African Journal of Traditional, Complementary and Alternative medicines 


(AJTCAM), ABSTRACTS OF THE WORLD CONGRESS ON MEDICINAL AND 


AROMATIC PLANTS, CAPE TOWN NOVEMBER 2008 


 


 ABSTRACTS OF THE WORLD CONGRESS ON MEDICINAL AND AROMATIC PLANTS, CAPE 


TOWN NOVEMBER 2008 > Mokgotho  


 


3. WIL-2 NS LYMPHOMA CELL LINE SHOW APOPTOTIC 
FEATURES WHEN TREATED WITH TRADITIONAL 
MEDICINE COMMELINA BENGHALENSIS L 


M. P. Mokgotho, P. Masoko, V. G. Mbazima, K. W. Lebogo, L. J. Mampuru 


 


Abstract 


 


Many natural occurring agents have shown chemo preventive and chemotherapy 


potentials, yet there are no effective drugs to treat most cancers. Commelina 


benghalensis L has been traditionally used as a herbal plant whose leaves are 


believed to have anti-tumour properties. The aim of this study was to investigate the 


effect of semi-purified extracts from C. benghalensis on the proliferation of Wil-2 NS 


cells. An acetone extract was prepared from the leaves and defatted with n-hexane 


and fractionated with dichloromethane (F2). F2 was tested for antiproliferative 


activities on Wil-2 NS cells. Results from the trypan blue exclusion and 


sulphorhodamine B assays showed F2 inhibited the proliferation of the Wil-2 NS 


cells in a dose and time dependent manner. The acridine orange/ethidium bromide 


dual stain showed that the treated cells die through a process of apoptosis. These 


results show that C. benghalensis has antiproliferation properties against Wil-2 NS 


lymphoma cells. Further studies are required to determine the components 


responsible from the extracts and elucidate the mechanism of action on growth 


inhibition.  
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4. ANTIMICROBIAL ACTIVITY OF TRADITIONALLY USED 
INDIGENOUS MEDICINAL PLANT FROM LIMPOPO 
PROVINCE 


M. Mokgotho, P. Masoko, V. Mbazima, J. N. Eloff, R. Howard, L. Mampuru 


 


Abstract 


 


Plant extracts have been known since antiquity to possess notable biological activity 


including antioxidant, antibacterial and antifungal properties. Commelina 


benghalensis L has been used traditionally to alleviate diseases and aliments of skin. 


The antioxidant and antibacterial activities of the plant extracts were evaluated. Four 


solvents (n-hexane, DCM, acetone and methanol) were used for preparation of 


extracts. TLC profiles for all the extracts did not show any compound having 


antioxidant activity against DPPH radical molecule. Bioautography revealed several 


compounds having antibacterial activity. The n-hexane extract had a relatively higher 


activity compared to other extracts. However, when quantifying the activity, DCM 


extract showed a better MIC values compared to other extracts. 
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5. THE ACETONE EXTRACT FROM DRIED MATERIALS 
OF COMMELINA BENGHALENSIS L HAVE ENHANCED 
EFFECT ON THE CANCEROUS JURKATS T-CELLS 


M. P. Mokgotho, P. Masoko, V. G. Mbazima, N. Sibuyi, L. J. Mampuru 


 


Abstract 


 


Cancer is one of the major human diseases and causes considerable suffering and 


economic loss worldwide. Development of safe products for the prevention and 


treatment of all human cancers is needed. Because of plant safety, there has been 


growing interest in the beneficial health effects of medicinal plants, with the presence 


of phenolic antioxidants believed to have the protective mechanisms. Plants have 


been demonstrated to be a very viable source of clinically relevant anticancer 


compounds. Commelina benghalensis L is one of the commonly used medicinal 


plants in China, Ethopia and in South Africa. The objective of the study was to 


examine the antioxidant activity, its phenolic content and the effect it might have on 


the Jurkats T-cell line using the fresh and the dried extracts. The dried and the fresh 


stems of C. benghalensis L were extracted with acetone using a soxhlet method and 


concentrated to dryness with rotary evaporator. The total phenolic content of the 


extracts was determined by Folin–Ciocalteu method and antioxidant activity was 


assayed using DPPH method. The total phenolic contents and antioxidant activity of 


the extracts as tannic acid equivalents were found to be highest in fresh extract. 


Trypan blue exclusion dye results demonstrated that the dried acetone extracts had 


inhibited cell proliferation more. The inhibition was in a dose-dependent manner. 
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CHAPTER 7 


 


General Discussion and Conclusion 


 


Commelina is a genus containing almost two hundred species. Only a few have 


been studied for their biological activity. Commelina coelestis, for example, was 


shown to have antidiarrhoeal activity on Wistar rats (Zavala et al., 1998). Mexicans 


have used the plant traditionally to alleviate incidences of diarrhoea, especially in 


infants. The leaf aqueous extract of Commelina communis has been used 


traditionally for many biological activities such as alleviation of sore throat, urinary 


infections, obesity, intestinal enteritis and diabetes mellitus (Young et al., 2004). 


Other species of Commelinaceae (Commelina erecta, Tradescantia fluminense and 


Tradescantia pallida) have been used in Uruguay where their juice is widely used as 


a remedy for eye infections (Cerdieras et al., 2001). Of the three species, 


Commelina erecta had the highest anti-bacterial activity. Traditionally, Commelina 


erecta is the most widely used in Uruguay. In the current study, Commelina 


benghalensis is further explored for its biological activity. Commelina benghalensis is 


an invasive plant in different countries and more research was focused on its survival 


rather than on its medicinal properties. Traditionally, the plant juice or sap is applied 


while still fresh onto the affected skin as a medication and an aqueous extract was 


not used as is the case with nearly all other medicinal plants. This information made 


us to presume that the biologically active compounds involved could be of 


intermediate polarity or non-polar. Indeed, the extracts that demonstrated the most 


biological activity were extracts prepared with less polar solvents i.e., n-hexane and 


dichloromethane (Table 3.1). 
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Unlike in other countries such as Thailand where alcohol and water are used as 


extractants, South African practitioners of indigenous medicine mainly use boiling 


water to extract the bio-active compounds. This traditional method of extraction 


normally leads to the extraction of mainly polar compounds that often lead to less 


activity if the bio-active ingredients are non-polar. The volatile compounds are also 


lost during the process. To improve the activity of C. benghalensis, extracts were 


prepared by exhaustive serial extraction with organic solvents of increasing polarity 


at room temperature. This process would also break the cell membranes allowing 


more complete extraction of cell content. As deduced from the traditional application 


procedure, non-polar extracts had a much higher biological activity than polar 


extracts (Figure 3.1). The non-polar extracts were further fractionated to isolate 


active ingredients. 


 


Very few compounds have been isolated and reported from the species of 


Commelina. Most compounds isolated in these studies were of steroidal nature like 


β-sitosterol and campesteroid. These have been isolated and identified using 


analytical instruments such as nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR), 


infrared spectroscopy (IR) and mass spectroscopy (MS) (Awad et al., 2000). The 


combination of these techniques is of paramount importance in the elucidation of the 


structure of compounds.  


 


Phytosterols form part of the daily human diet all over the world. Phytosterols include 


the secondary metabolites that resemble the structure of cholesterol, i.e., sterols and 


stanols. The stanols are generally less abundant in plants compared to other 
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phytosterols. The most abundant phytosterol in plants are β-sitosterol and 


campesterol (Awad et al., 2000) and are the main counterparts of cholesterol. 


Cholesterol is the most common and abundant sterol in all animal tissues. In western 


countries, phytosterol intake is mainly derived from vegetable oils, cereals, nuts, 


seeds, fruits and vegetables (Moreau et al., 2002). Phytosterols are bioactive in 


humans and are well known for their ability to inhibit absorption of cholesterol. They 


also lower the serum cholesterol by two main processes, viz, preferential uptake in 


the gut for plant sterols versus cholesterol and improving elimination of cholesterol 


(Moreau et al., 2002).  


 


The isolated compounds in the present study were a mixture of β-


sitosterol/stigmasterol and pentatriacontane. As shown in Figure 6.4, the fraction that 


contained the mixture of these phytosterols demonstrated more inhibitory effect on 


the growth pattern of Wil-2 NS cells. The results suggest that the observed inhibitory 


effect could be partly due to the presence of these phytosterols. Unfortunately there 


was not sufficient material available for determining the biological activity of the 


isolated compounds after structure elucidation. Indeed, Awad et al. (2000) reported 


that β-sitosterol inhibited the growth of colon, breast and prostate cancer cell lines in 


culture. In other studies, Awad et al. (2007) showed that treatment of MCF-7 cells 


with β-sitosterol increased the quantity of sterols incorporated in the plasma 


membrane. Such increases resulted in the anti-proliferation of MCF-7 cells 


compared to the control cells that were treated with cholesterol. Most of the treated 


cells were found to detach from the substratum as compared to the controls. Another 


function of cholesterol on plasma membranes is to stabilise the membrane. 
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However, the mechanism by which phytosterols exert their inhibitory effect on 


cancerous cells is still unknown. 


 


Naturally, cholesterols and phytosterols are able to cross lipophilic membranes. 


However, oxygenation of phytosterols facilitates a quicker pass of lipophilic 


membrane than cholesterol. Furthermore, oxygenated phytosterols are degraded 


and excreted quicker. Structurally, cholesterols and phytosterols have the same 


nucleus. Their structural differences are found only on the side chain substitution at 


C24 and a double bond at C22-C23. The phytosterol nucleus has an additional double 


bond at C2-C6 and is believed to undergo oxidative process similar to the cholesterol 


oxidation in eukaryotes. Although the study did not measure the amount of 


phytosterols incorporated in the plasma membrane, it is expected that phytosterols 


will be incorporated into plasma membrane of Wil-2 NS lymphocytes. Thus, the 


increase in phytosterol concentration on the plasma membrane might interfere with 


the normal signaling mechanisms in these cells that might then lead to their demise; 


hence the antiproliferative activity observed during the treatment of the cancer cells 


in the current study. 


 


Panda et al. (2000) has shown that treated cells with phytosterols affected the 


concentrations of actin on the plasma membrane, which led to improper formation of 


the cytoskeleton. Incorrect formations of the cytoskeleton of cells affect a number of 


normal functions of cells such as membrane fluidity and activity of membrane bound 


proteins. Specifically, the correct formation of cytoskeleton of cells involves protein 


actin. Actins affect the functions of membrane bound proteins such as intergrin that 


are important for cell adhesion and growth. The mechanism of action of these 
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phytosterols is still unclear. However, Manes and Martinez (2004) reported that 


cholesterol regulates actin cytoskeleton via phosphoinositol diphosphate kinase. 


Thus, an increase in plasma phytosterols may decrease the integrins of a cell. This 


will lead to incorrect formation of critical cytoskeleton such as the ones important for 


adhesion to substratum. The cells under this condition might trigger apoptosis and 


be eliminated from the system. 


 


Rodriguez-Acebes et al. (2008) has reported that cholesterol is required for cell cycle 


progression. The critical phase in which cholesterol plays a major role is the 


progression from G2 phase to M phase. Lebogo (2007) has reported that the n-


hexane fraction from Commelina benghalensis arrested the Wil-2 NS cells in the 


G2/M phase of the cell cycle. The n-hexane fraction consists of larger quantities of 


sterols as observed in this study. Sex steroids have been reported to inhibit 


proliferation of T and B cells and they accumulate in S/G2M phase (McMurray et al., 


2001). It could be speculated that the induced apoptosis and the arrest of Wil-2 NS 


cells at G2M phase is due, in part, by these phytosteroids found in the n-hexane 


fraction. The critical proteins involved in the G2/M phase arrest are being studied 


further in our laboratory. The DCM extract will be further evaluated on Wil-2 NS cells 


to elucidate its mechanism of action. Furthermore, the bioassay-guided isolation of 


the bio-actives will be followed as mentioned in Chapter 6.  


 


Some of the C. benghalensis extracts had anti-bacterial activity against selected 


bacterial strains tested. Since both Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria were 


inhibited by the extracts, it can be deduced that these compound(s) act(s) as 


metabolic inhibitor(s) rather than them affecting the development of the bacterial 
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membrane. The MIC values revealed that the DCM extract was more potent than the 


other extracts. The bioassay-guided procedure led to the isolation of inseparable 


anti-bacterial compounds from the n-hexane. The compounds were identified as a 


mixture of β-sitosterol/stigmasterol. In other studies, the β-sitosterol was found to 


inhibit the growth of a fungus Cladosporium cladosporioides. β-Sitosterol has a array 


of scientifically acknowledged benefits for key areas of health. Many published 


studies have demonstrated that β-sitosterol has anti-hyperglycemic, anti-diabetic, 


anti-bacterial and anti-inflammatory activities (Holetz et al., 2002). The anti-


proliferative activity of the non-polar extracts showed that the fraction that contained 


the isolated compounds i.e., β-sitosterol and stigmasterol, displayed more inhibitory 


effects against the Wil-2 NS cells. In accordance with other findings, C. benghalensis 


may have anticancer properties. The sterols isolated may be the key compounds in 


C. benghalensis that suppressed the proliferation of the cancer cell. 


 


In conclusion, the evaluation of the biological activity of the C. benghalensis 


demonstrated anti-bacterial activity against the tested bacterial strains. All the 


extracts prepared with different solvents did not show any activity against C. albicans 


and A. fumigatus. The methanol extract had a weak antioxidant activity on the 


chromatogram developed with EMW. Both the n-hexane and DCM extracts had 


antiproliferative activity against Wil-2 NS cancerous cells. The array of biological 


activity in this study could be explained by the presence of the isolated compounds. 


However, the presence of additional compounds that may contribute to the observed 


biological activity cannot be ruled out. Through bio-guided fractionation assay, three 


compounds were isolated: a mixture of phytosterols (β-sitosterol and stigmasterol) 


and a long carbon chain compound (pentatriacontane). Due to the small quantity of 
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the phytosterols obtained, the anti-bacterial and antifungal activities of the isolated 


compounds could not be determined. This results obtained from this study validate  


the therapeutic potency of C. benghalensis and thus, provides the rationale for the 


use of this plant in traditional medicine. The findings further supply the hypothesis 


formulated at the beginning of the study. Further work need to be done on the DCM 


extract to isolate the active components and to further elucidate their mechanism of 


action. 
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CHAPTER 2 


 


General Materials and Methods 


 


2.1  Research Model 


Commelina benghalensis Linn was collected from the north-western parts of 


Mpumalanga Province (Acornhoek), South Africa. Microorganisms were obtained 


from and maintained in the microbiology laboratory at the University of Pretoria, 


Onderstepoort campus. Animal cell cultures were maintained in the cell culture 


laboratory at the University of Limpopo (Turfloop campus). Validated in vitro 


methods were used to screen the plant extracts for antibacterial, antifungal and 


anti-proliferative activities. 


 


2.2  Experimental Procedure 


2.2.1 Plant collection 


The fresh stems of Commelina benghalensis were collected from the north-


western parts of Mpumalanga Province (Acornhoek) during the rainy season 


(February). The dried and ground samples were taken to the Phytomedicine 


laboratory of the Department of Paraclinical Sciences at the University of Pretoria 


for evaluation of antibacterial and antifungal activities and for the isolation and 


identification of the bioactive compounds. The anti-proliferative activity assays 


were performed in the department of Biochemistry, Microbiology and 


Biotechnology at the University of Limpopo (Turfloop campus). 
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2.2.2 Plant storage  


After separating the stems from the leaves, healthy stems were dried at room 


temperature under a stream of cold air and then ground to a fine powder with a 


commercial blender. It should be noted that most scientists tend to use dried 


material because there are fewer problems associated with large scale extraction 


of dried plant material than fresh material (Eloff, 1998a).  The dried plant 


materials were milled to a fine powder and stored in a dry and dark environment 


at room temperature until required. 


 


2.3   Extraction Procedure 


2.3.1 Laboratory extraction methods 


An established maceration extraction method that was developed in the 


Phytomedicine laboratory at the University of Pretoria was used (Eloff, 1998b). 


All plant samples were extracted by weighing 5 g of finely ground plant material 


and then followed by exhaustive extraction with 50 ml of an appropriate solvent 


(Technical grade, MERCK). The mixture was shaken vigorously at high speed for 


30 minutes on a Labotec model 20.2 shaking machine (Labotec). The extracts 


were decanted into a pre-labeled container after centrifugation at 900 x g for 5 


minutes. The process was repeated 3 times and the resultant supernatants were 


then combined. For quantitative determination, the supernatants were placed in 


pre-weighed glass vials. The solvent was removed under a stream of cold air in a 


fume cupboard at room temperature. The extraction solvents used were n-
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hexane (non-polar), acetone and dichloromethane (intermediate polarity) and 


methanol (polar) (Rochelle Chemicals, South Africa). 


 


2.3.2 Phytochemical analysis 


Chemical constituents of the extracts were analysed by thin layer 


chromatography (TLC, Merck Silica gel 60 F254, 0.25 mm thick) and were 


developed with one of the following eluent systems, depending on a good 


resolution. 


 Ethyl acetate/methanol/water 40:5.4:4 (EMW); (v/v/v); 


(polar /neutral) 


 Chloroform/ethyl acetate/formic acid 5:4:1 (CEF); (v/v/v); 


(intermediate polarity/acidic) 


 Benzene/ethanol/ammonia hydroxide 90:10:1 (BEA); (v/v/v); 


(non-polar/basic) 


 


Development of the chromatograms was done in a closed tank in which the 


atmosphere had been saturated with the eluent vapour. Samples were applied 


quickly and run without delay to minimise the possibility of oxidation or photo-


oxidative change. For detection of the chemical compounds extracted, different 


spray reagents were evaluated to identify the best spray reagent suited for the 


identification of the separated compounds. The spray reagents used were:  


 Vanillin in sulphuric acid; and  


 p-Anisaldehyde in sulphuric acid 
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The composition of the spray reagents are as described in Table 2.1. 


 


Table 2.1. Composition of the two spray reagents used to detect the various compounds 


separated by TLC. 


Spray reagent Composition of spray reagents used 


Vanillin-sulphuric acid 0.1 g vanillin:28 methanol: 1ml sulphuric acid 


p-Anisaldehyde-sulphuric acid 1 ml p-anisaldehyde:18 ml ethanol:1 ml sulphuric acid 


 


 


2.3.3 Microbial test organisms 


The four most important nosocomial bacterial pathogens were selected and 


tested viz: two Gram-negative bacteria, Escherichia coli ATCC 27853 and 


Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 25922; and two Gram-positive bacteria, 


Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 29213 and Enterococcus faecalis ATCC 21212 


(American Tissue Culture Collection, Rockville, Baltimore, USA). These specific 


strains are also used internationally to evaluate the activity of antibiotics. The 


bacterial cultures were sub-cultured overnight before use. All the microbial tests 


were performed at the Onderstepoort Phytomedicine laboratory, University of 


Pretoria. 


 


The selected test fungi were: Candida albicans and Aspergillus fumigatus, which 


were readily available at the Onderstepoort Phytomedicine laboratory.  These 


fungi were chosen because they are the most important pathogenic fungi of 


clinical significance. Candida albicans can infect skin and mucosal surfaces; it 
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can also cause pneumonia in severely immunocompromised patients. 


Aspergillus fumigatus, a filamentous fungi, is found in the upper respiratory tracts 


of healthy individuals and can cause pulmonary diseases in 


immunocompromised patients. Aspergillus fumigatus strains were maintained on 


Sabouraud dextrose agar and spores were collected and stored in distilled water. 


On the other hand, C. albicans strains that were cultured on Sabouraud dextrose 


agar were either stored in the refrigerator for a limited period or were stored at     


-80oC for long term storage. Fungal cultures were subcultured (1% inoculum) in 


Sabouraud broth at room temperature in a biosafety cabinet (Labotec) and 


incubated overnight at 37oC before use. 


 


2.4   Thin Layer Chromatography 


Thin layer chromatography (TLC) analyses were used to compare the chemical 


composition of the crude extracts. TLC plates (Merck Silica gel 60 F254, 0.25 mm 


thick) were loaded with 100 µg (10 µl of a 10 mg/ml extract) each of the extracts 


and developed in either BEA, CEF or EMW. Chromatograms were visualised 


under ultraviolet light at 254 nm (for quenching compounds) and 365 nm (for 


fluorescing compounds). The chemical compounds that were separated were 


detected with vanillin/H2SO4 reagent spray and followed by heating at 110oC to 


allow optimal colour development. 
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2.5   Bioautography Methods 


Bioautography was done according to Begue and Kline (1971). TLC plates (10 x 


10 cm) were loaded with 100 g of each of the extracts. The prepared plates 


were each run with a different mobile system: either with EMW, CEF or BEA. The 


chromatograms were dried at room temperature under a stream of air, for several 


days, to completely remove the remaining solvent. Volumes of 10 ml of highly 


dense bacterial or fungal cultures were added into a sterile test tube. The 


developed TLC plates were subsequently inoculated with a fine glass spray of 


the concentrated suspension of actively growing bacteria or fungi. The plates 


were sprayed until they were just wet and further incubated overnight at 35oC in 


a clean chamber at 100% relative humidity. After incubation, the plates were 


sprayed with a 2 mg/ml solution of INT [p-iodonitrotetrazolium violet (3-{4-iodo-


phenyl}-2-{4-nitrophenyl}-5-phenyl-2H-tetrazolium chloride)] (Sigma-Aldrich, St. 


Louis, Missouri, USA).  Chromatograms were reincubated (before they got dry) at 


35oC for at least 30 minutes in the dark. Clear zones on the chromatograms 


indicated bacterial growth inhibition. 


 


2.6  Minimum Inhibitory Concentration 


Minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) was determined using a microdilution 


method developed by Eloff (1998b) for bacterial strains, which was later modified 


by Masoko and Eloff (2005) for fungal cultures. All the extracts (10 mg/ml) were 


redissolved in acetone and 100 l of each extract was serially diluted 50% with 


water in microtitre plates (Eloff, 1998b). Both fungal and bacterial cultures (100 
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l) were added to each well. Gentamycin was used as a positive control for 


bacterial cultures while amphotericin B was used as a positive control for fungal 


cultures. The microorganisms were incubated overnight at 35oC in a clean 


chamber at 100% relative humidity. The MIC values were recorded as the lowest 


concentration that inhibited the microbial growth. 


 


2.7   Antioxidative Activity 


Qualitative and quantitative analyses of the antioxidative activity of the extracts 


were done using the 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. 


Louis, Missouri, USA) assay. 


 


2.7.1 Qualitative analysis on TLC 


A volume of 10 µl containing 100 µg of each extracts were loaded on TLC plates 


(Silica gel 60 F254, 0.25 mm thick plates, Merck) and each developed in either 


BEA, CEF or EMW. The plates were air-dried and visualised under UV light (254 


and 360 nm). The UV active compounds were circled and the plate sprayed with 


0.2% DPPH in methanol and dried in the fumehood. The presence of antioxidant 


compounds were detected as yellow bands against a purple background of 


DPPH on the TLC plates.  


 


2.7.2 Quantitative analysis 


Methods that are used for measuring antioxidative activity involve the generation 


of free radicals. Such free radicals are neutralised by antioxidant compounds 
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(Cheng et al., 2003).  The DPPH radical was used to quantify the scavenging 


activity of C. benghalensis extracts. Serial dilutions from stock solution (1 mg in 


acetone) were prepared in a 96-microtitre plate. An equivalent volume of 


ascorbic acid, vitamin C (100x less concentrated) was used as a positive control. 


DPPH solution (dissolved in a 50% ethanol solution) was added to each well and 


the plates were gently shaken and incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature. 


The absorbance was read on a microtitre plate reader at 595 nm. 


 


2.8   Animal Cell Cultures 


2.8.1 Cell culture maintenance 


Wil-2 NS lymphoma cell lines (ATCC, Rockville, Baltimore, USA) were 


maintained at constant logarithmic growth phase in a Roswell Park Memorial 


Institute-1640 (RPMI-1640) medium (Highveld Biologicals, RSA). The RPMI-


1640 medium was supplemented with 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 µg/ml 


streptomycin, 100 µg/ml neomycin (PSN) (Gibco, Auckland, New Zealand) and 


10% heat-inactivated foetal bovine serum (FBS, Gibco, Auckland, New Zealand). 


Monkey Vero kidney cells (used as normal control cells) were obtained from the 


Phytomedicine programme (University of Pretoria). The Vero cells were 


maintained in Dulbecco Minimum Eagle’s Medium (D-MEM, Gibco, Auckland, 


New Zealand) supplemented with 1x PSN and 10% FBS. All the cells were 


incubated at 37oC in 5% CO2/95% humidified air atmosphere. The cells were 


sub-cultured twice or thrice weekly to maintain a logarithmic growth phase. 
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All the antiproliferative activity studies were performed in the tissue culture 


laboratory of the Department of Biochemistry, Microbiology and Biotechnology at 


the University of Limpopo (Turfloop campus).  


 


2.8.2 Antiproliferation studies 


2.8.2.1 MTT assay 


The 3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2-5 diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) (Sigma-


Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA) was used to assess the inhibitory effect of test 


fractions on normal Monkey Vero cells and the experimental Wil-2 NS lymphoma 


cells. The fractions were prepared by making stock solutions of 100 mg/ml in 


dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). DMSO was chosen due to its ability to dissolve both 


polar and non-polar compounds and its miscibility with a wide range of organic 


solvents as well as water and for its non-toxicity to animal cells at lower 


percentages. Cells were cultured in 96-culture plates and treated with different 


concentrations of the various fractions. The final percentage of DMSO after 


treatment of cells with the fractions was less than 0.05%. After incubation (24 


and 48 hours), 50 μl of an MTT [2.5 mg/ml in 0.9% NaCl in phosphate buffered 


saline (PBS), pH 7.4] was added to each well. The cells were incubated for 


further 4 hours at 37oC. At termination of the experiments, the Vero cells were 


washed twice with sterile pre-warmed PBS (pH 7.4), while the Wil-2 NS cells 


were harvested by centrifugation at 800 x g for 10 minutes, washed twice with 


sterile pre-warmed PBS (pH 7.4) and centrifuged again. The resultant formazan 


deposits in each well were dissolved by the addition of 100 μl of 
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dimethylsulphoroxide (DMSO) and 25 μl of glycine buffer (0.1 M Glycine, 0.1 M 


NaCl, pH 10.5). The colour intensity of the purple formazan released was 


determined by measuring the absorbance at 570 nm using a microtitre plate 


reader (Bio-Rad, Model 550). 


 


2.8.3 Nuclear morphological evaluation 


2.8.3.1 Acridine orange/ethidium bromide (AO/EB) dual stain assay 


Both acridine orange and ethidium bromide intercalate nucleic acids and this 


property provides a useful qualitative evaluation of cells undergoing apoptosis. 


When cells are excited under a fluorescence microscope, acridine orange 


fluoresces green nucleus while ethidium bromide fluoresces orange nucleus. 


Cells were cultured in 96-culture plates and treated with different concentrations 


of the fractions. After incubation, aliquots of the cell suspension were adjusted to 


1 x 106 cells/ml in PBS (pH 7.4). Equal volumes (25 μl) of the cell suspension 


and AO/EB dual stain solution (0.3 mg/ml of acridine orange and 1 mg/ml of 


ethidium bromide) were added to Eppendorf tubes, mixed gently and incubated 


in the dark for 5 minutes. Aliquots (~25 μl) of the mixture were placed underneath 


the coverslip on a hemocytometer slide. Cells were initially viewed under light 


microscope (Zeiss, Axiolab) at 40x magnification. Thereafter, fluorescence light 


was switched on and the cells further observed for nuclear morphological 


characteristics associated with apoptosis. These nuclear morphological changes 


were photographed using a digital camera connected to the fluorescence 


microscopy. 
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2.9   Isolation of the Active Compound(s) 


2.9.1 Open column liquid chromatography 


The C. benghalensis finely ground material was serially and exhaustively 


extracted with n-hexane, dichloromethane, acetone and finally with methanol. All 


the extracts were evaporated to dryness under a steam of cold air. The dried n-


hexane extract was weighed (7.9 g) and redissolved in n-hexane. Silica gel 60 


was added to the dissolved material and solvents evaporated under a stream of 


air. Once the sample was dry, it was loaded onto vacuum liquid chromatography 


(VLC) packed with dry Silica gel 0.04-0.063 mm (MERCK). The extract was thinly 


spread on top of the dry silica gel and covered with a filter paper and a cotton 


wool. The amount of solvent needed was calculated using the equation: Volume 


= 3.14r2h (where r is the radius of the column and h is the height of the silica in 


the column).  The column was eluted with an increasing polarity of solvents, 


starting at 100% n-hexane, increasing in steps of 10% (ethyl acetate) per 


fraction. The collected fractions were dried under a stream of cold air at room 


temperature and the yield was determined. Fractions containing only one 


compound based on TLC analysis were combined and dried for structural 


elucidation. 


 


2.9.2 Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy 


Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H-NMR, 13C-NMR, HMQC, COSY 


and DEPT) was carried out to elucidate the chemical structure of the pure 


compound(s). 
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2.9.3 Mass spectrometry 


High resolution mass spectrometry (MS) was used to determine the molecular 


weights of the isolated compounds. 
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CHAPTER 6 


 


Antiproliferative Activity of Commelina benghalensis on Cancer Cell 


Lines 


 


6.1  Introduction 


Over 10 million new cases of cancer excluding non-melanoma, with over 6 


million deaths, were estimated in the year 2000 (Parkin, 2001; Parkin et al., 


2001). Furthermore, since 1990 there has been a 22% increase in cancer 


incidence and mortality with the four most frequent cancers being lung, 


breast, colorectal and stomach. Recently, resistance to anticancer drugs has 


been observed. Therefore, research and development of more effective and 


less toxic drugs has become necessary (Russo et al., 2005). Many 


substances derived from dietary and medicinal plants are known to be 


effective and versatile chemopreventative and antitumoural agents. Some 


food stuffs such as dietary fibre, vegetables and fruits have been shown to 


induce chemopreventative action on the gastrointestinal tract (Borrelli et al., 


2004). Moreover, green tea, containing epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG) as 


the major polyphenolic constituent, has been reported to provide protective 


effects against gastrointestinal cancer. 


 


Cancer is an uncontrolled growth of normal cells caused by genetic 


abnormalities that may be inherited from parents. The cancerous cell line 


used as a model in this study is Wil-2 NS lymphoma cell line. The preliminary 


results from our department have shown that Wil-2 NS lymphocytes are more 


susceptible to extracts from C. benghalensis. Lymphoma is a type of cancer 
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that originates from lymphocytes. Drug discovery from medicinal plants has 


played an important role in the treatment of cancer. Most new clinical 


applications of plant secondary metabolites and their derivatives over the last 


half century have been applied towards combating cancer (Newman et al., 


2000). Indeed, all available anticancer drugs between 1940 and 2002, 40% 


were natural products or natural products-derived (Newman, 2000). 


 


In South Africa, several species of medicinal plants are used by many ethnic 


groups for the treatment of various ailments in both humans and animals 


(Masika and Afolayan, 2002). Commelina benghalensis is reported as a 


serious and troublesome weed in many arable crops in the eastern and 


southern parts of the African continent. Although many benefits of this plant 


have been claimed (personal communication), scientific studies for validation 


of these claims and phytochemical information is insufficient. In fact, only the 


ethnobotany of the plant has been reported (Holm et al., 1977). Herein, we 


examine the antiproliferative activity of Commelina benghalensis. Thus, it is 


the aim of the present study to evaluate the antiproliferative activity of extracts 


from Commelina benghalensis against Wil-2 lymphoma cell line. 


 


6.2  Materials and Methods 


6.2.1 Experimental  procedure 


Wil-2 NS lymphocytes from American tissue culture collection (ATCC, USA) 


were used as a study model to test the antiproliferative activity of this 


medicinal plant. Preliminary results from colleagues in the Biochemistry 


discipline at the University of Limpopo have shown that a methanol extract of 


C. benghalensis has antiproliferative activity against Wil-2 NS and Jurkat T 
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cells (Mbazima, 2004; Mbazima, 2009). Furthermore, it was again 


demonstrated that the acetone crude extract of Commelina benghalensis and 


its non-polar sub-fractions had enhanced activity against Wil-2 NS 


lymphocytes. Moreover, Mbazima et al. (2008) demonstrated that C. 


benghalensis has an effect on the expression pattern of apoptotic genes of 


Wil-2 NS lymphocytes. More experiments, at the molecular biology level, are 


currently underway in the Department of Biochemistry. In this chapter, C. 


benghalensis extracts and subfractions with different polarities were tested for 


their antiproliferative activity against Wil-2 lymphocytes cancer cell lines. 


 


6.2.2 Maintenance of cell lines 


See Section 2.8.1 


 


6.2.3 MTT assay 


See Section 2.8.2.1 


 


6.2.4 Nuclear morphology using the acridine orange/ethidium bromide 


dual stain assay 


See Section 2.8.3.1 


 


6.3  Results and Discussion 


6.3.1 Cytotoxicity test 


Toxicity test of various compounds or extracts in in vitro assays is a useful 


tool to evaluate the extent of cytotoxicity. In vitro assays are important and 


useful tools in the toxicity assessment of various compounds and extracts not 


only because they significantly reduce evaluation time, but also because they 
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are usually less expensive, quantitative and more reproducible than in vivo 


studies. The use of assays such as 3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2-5 


diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) and sulforhodamine-B (SRB) dye are also 


useful and necessary for screening purposes to define dose- and time-


dependent cytotoxicity, which is considered primarily as the potential of a 


compound to induce cell death in different cell types (Eisenbrand et al., 2002). 


On the other hand, the possibility of obtaining a false positive result is of 


particular concern when using bioassays. False positives may be due to 


compounds that are apparently non-toxic to higher animals, but toxic to lower 


biological organisms, tissue or cells (Panigrahi, 1993). This study made use of 


the MTT assay on the normal Monkey kidney Vero cells to assess in vitro 


cytotoxicity of the extract (0-250 μg/ml) after 24 hours (Figure 6.1). The 


selected extracts [n-hexane crude and F2 (DCM) extracts, MH2 (CI)] did not 


show any cytotoxicity against the normal Vero cells. This is particularly a 


positive finding because any new anticancer drug regimen should not elicit 


toxic effect on the normal cells, but should exert selective inhibitory effect on 


the cancerous cells. 


 


The n-hexane and DCM extracts (stock concentrations 100 mg/ml in DMSO) 


were tested for their cytotoxicity against Wil-2 NS cells after 24 hours (Figure 


6.2). Optimal concentration of both the n-hexane and DCM extracts were 


selected based on their cytotoxicity on the normal Vero cells. Thus, the 


highest concentration used in the subsequent experiments was not above 250 


µg/ml. Figure 6.2 clearly shows that both extracts inhibited the proliferation of 


the Wil-2 NS cells. DCM extract showed that concentrations as low as 15.63 


µg/ml inhibited about 7% of Wil-2 NS cell proliferation after 48 hours. The 
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inhibition was more pronounced at 31.25 µg/ml, where inhibition amounted to 


>40%. The Wil-2 NS cells were tolerant to n-hexane extract at lower 


concentrations, 31.25 µg/ml. However, higher concentrations of n-hexane 


(62.5 µg/ml) inhibited >55% of the cells. The concentration dependency 


patterns of the n-hexane extract did not show where the onset of inhibition 


starts. One might consider using concentrations between 30-60 µg/ml for n-


hexane extract to detect the onset of the lethal concentration (LC).  


 


 


 


Figure 6.1.  The cytoxicity test studies of n-hexane crude extract, F2 extract and the 


isolated compound (MH2) on Monkey kidney Vero cell line as determined by MTT 


assay after 48 hours. Con = control, DMSO = control containing 0.04% of DMSO, 


crude = n-hexane extract, F2 = DCM extract and MH2 = compound CI.  
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Figure 6.2.  The effect of n-hexane and dichloromethane extracts on Wil-2 NS cells. 


Viability of cells were determined by MTT assay after 48 hours. The results are 


expressed as percentage of control. ACE = acetone and DMSO = control containing 


0.04% of DMSO. 


 


Following the cytotoxicity studies, further analysis was carried out on the 


extracts prepared with n-hexane, DCM, acetone and methanol solvents 


against Wil-2 NS lymphocytes. The n-hexane and DCM extracts were 


evaluated to deduce the mode of cellular cytotoxicity or cells death. 


Preliminary results conducted to check the mode of inhibition revealed that 


the dying Wil-2 NS lymphocytes showed characteristics that are indicative of 


an apoptotic cell death (Figure 6.3). Apoptosis is an important indicator to 


most chemotherapeutic agents in cancer cells (Chang et al., 2005). Other 


forms of cell death such as necrosis involve an inflammatory response that 


affects the neighbouring cells; this inflammatory response is not associated 


with apoptotic cell death. Acridine orange/ethidium bromide dual stain 


(AO/EB) is a useful tool that is often used to study the morphological changes 
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of treated cells. The morphological changes of cells that undergo apoptosis 


differ significantly with those that are undergoing necrosis.  


 


Some of the characteristic features of apoptosis are chromatin condensation, 


nuclear shrinkage and formation of apoptotic bodies (Hsieh et al., 2006). 


Indeed, n-hexane and DCM extracts elicited the morphological changes that 


are associated with apoptosis (Figure 6.3). Figure 6.3 also reveals that the 


DCM extract induces apoptosis at lower concentrations (10 µg/ml) compared 


to the n-hexane extract. The nucleus of the cells treated with n-hexane 


fluoresced green at 10 µg/ml, an indication that the DNA was bound to 


acridine orange. Cells that have lost cell membrane integrity allow the 


ethidium bromide to enter in the cell and intercalate into the DNA molecule.  


Such cell nuclei fluoresce orange as shown by red arrows (Figure 6.3C, E and 


F).  The yellow arrows indicate the nucleus bound by both dyes (acridine 


orange and ethidium bromide). Cells that undergo early apoptosis have their 


plasma membrane with reduced selectivity, hence the combination of the 


dyes in Figure 6.3C. The size of the nucleus in the treated cells changed and 


became smaller compared to the nucleus of the controls. The change is 


brought about when nuclear chromatin aggregates into uniformly dense 


masses, consequently, breaking up into discrete fragments together with 


fragmentation of the cell.  These events are a common biochemical marker for 


apoptosis. Thus, both n-hexane and DCM extracts inhibited the proliferation of 


Wil-2 NS lymphocytes by inducing apoptosis. It should be noted that the 


concentrations used for morphological analysis of Wil-2 NS cells did not 


induce inhibitory effect on normal Monkey Vero cells used (Figure 6.1). 
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Figure 6.3. The morphological changes of nuclei of n-hexane and DCM extract-


treated Wil-2 NS cells after 48 hours. Cells were treated with 0.04% of DMSO 


(control) (A, D), 10 μg/ml (B, E) and 40 μg/ml (C, F) of extract. White arrows point to 


the normal nucleus, pink/yellow arrow shows early apoptotic nuclei and red arrows 


depict late apoptotic nuclei.  
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n-Hexane extract was considered the fraction of choice since it was used for 


the isolation of the active compounds that were found to have antibacterial 


activity. The fractions generated from the n-hexane extract, using the vacuum 


liquid chromatography (Chapter 4, Section 4.4.1), were tested on Wil-2 NS 


lymphocytes (Figure 6.4). Taxol was used as a positive control (10x less 


concentrated).  


 


 


Figure 6.4.  The effect of n-hexane VLC fractions on the proliferation of Wil-2 NS 


lymphocytes as determined by MTT assay after 48 hours.  


 


Commelina benghalensis, as mention earlier, is used in the treatment of  skin 


ailments. It was proper to test its efficacy on the cell lines derived from skin 


diseases. However, the preliminary results conducted showed that the plant 


demonstrated activity against several cancer cell lines (data not shown). The 


most sensitive cell line was found to be the Wil-2 NS cells. Hence, the Wil-2 


NS cells were used for further cytotoxicity analysis. There are two types of 
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lymphoma, Hodgkin and non-Hodgkin lymphoma. The Hodgkin lymphoma is 


divided into two types of lymphocytes, B- and T-lymphocytes. Wil-2 NS 


lymphocytes represent the cancerous B-cells. They were isolated from the 


spleen of a Caucasian male with hereditary sperocytic anaemia (ATCC, 


1992). The n-hexane extracts tested on Wil-2 NS cells showed that several 


fractions inhibited the proliferation pattern of Wil-2 NS cells.  Some of the n-


hexane fractions (Hex100, Hex90 and Hex50) were inactive against Wil-2 NS 


cells. The activity was retained in three of the n-hexane fractions, viz. Hex70, 


Hex30, Hex10 and in the MeOH fraction. Of the three fractions, Hex30 


fraction seems to contain the major compound that displayed high 


antibacterial activity. The fraction that had the highest inhibitory effect on Wil-2 


NS cells was Hex70 at 156 µg/ml (~55%), followed by Hex30 (~30%) at the 


same concentration. However, Hex30 demonstrated inhibitory effects at lower 


concentrations, 39 µg/ml (28%) as compared to Hex70 (16%) at the same 


concentration. The Hex30 fraction should be considered for further 


experiments to purify compounds that are bioactive against the cancer cell 


lines. This approach of simplifying the crude into different fractions, with 


constant monitoring of the active fractions, will assist in the isolation of the 


bioactives or novel compounds. 


 


Non-polar extracts of C. benghalensis had inhibitory effects on the 


proliferation pattern of Wil-2 NS lymphoma cells in culture. The 


dichloromethane extract had enhanced anticancer activity compared to the n-


hexane extract. The Wil-2 NS cells showed late apoptotic stages at a 


concentration of 10 µg/ml of the DCM extract. The activity of the non-polar 


extracts, as observed from TLC plate’s profiles, could be due to the presence 
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of the plant sterols that were isolated. Indeed, epidemiological studies have 


suggested a protective effect of β-sitosterol in some types of cancer (Manaka, 


et al., 2008). Further, β-sitosterol induced apoptosis against U937 leukaemia 


cells by catalysing the initiator caspases-8 and -9 of which both are activated 


by caspase-3. Von et al. (1998) have shown that men consuming high 


amounts of plant products have a lower risk of prostate cancer. It was further 


found that β-sitosterol decreased the number of prostate cancer cells and 


enhanced the apoptotic cell death.  


 


In conclusion, the Wil-2 NS lymphoma cells underwent apoptosis induced by 


non-polar extracts (Hex70 and Hex30); the efficacy was increased in Hex30 


from where the two sterols were isolated. The inhibitory concentrations of the 


n-hexane extract were higher compared to that of DCM extract. Therefore, it 


is the DCM extract that exhibited greater inhibitory activity (at lower 


concentrations) against the Wil-2 NS lymphoma cells. This observation 


suggests that the DCM extract have more compounds that elicit the enhanced 


activity of this fraction. Future endeavour would be to isolate and characterise 


the bioactive compounds from this extract using bio-assay guided fraction. 







